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IZVLEČEK

Magistrsko delo razkriva problematiko dostopnosti muzejskih zbirk za osebe, ki so
slepe ali slabovidne, in ponuja možnost za izboljšanje izkušnje ob obisku muzeja z
uporabo avdio aplikacije. Za namen izdelave aplikacije, ki bo odgovarjala potrebam
uporabnikov, smo morali najprej razumeti, kakšne izkušnje in pričakovanja imajo slepi
in slabovidni uporabniki z obiski muzejev in na kakšen način uporabljajo pametne
telefone. Raziskavo smo izvedli v treh stopnjah, prva stopnja je obsegala pregled že
obstoječih prilagoditev za slepe in slabovidne obiskovalce v slovenskih muzejih,
druga stopnja kvalitativno raziskavo, tretja stopnja pa kvantitativno raziskavo s slepimi
in slabovidnimi. Ugotovili smo, da imajo le redki muzeji v Sloveniji na voljo
prilagoditve, ki omogočajo dostop do vsebin slepim in slabovidnim osebam, ter da le
en muzej ponuja avdio vodič za slepe in slabovidne osebe z vizualnimi opisi
razstavljenih eksponatov. Nadalje smo ugotovili, da je lahko ista avdio aplikacija
namenjena tako slepim in slabovidnim kot tudi videčim osebam. Za slepe in
slabovidne osebe veliko prednost predstavljajo avdio posnetki vizualnih opisov
razstavljenih eksponatov ter informacije o njihovih lokacijah in navodila za pot po
muzeju. Enako velja tudi za uporabo sistema, ki se zaveda okolice in samodejno
predvaja primerno vsebino, kljub temu pa je potrebno uporabniku omogočiti tudi ročni
vnos. Razvili smo zasnovo aplikacije, ki se bo zavedala okolice, obenem pa
uporabniku dopuščala možnost, da izbere želeno vsebino. Aplikacija bo ponujala
informativne vsebine o razstavljenih eksponatih v muzeju in avdio posnetke vizualnih
opisov, namenjene slepim in slabovidnim. Uporaba tovrstne avdio aplikacije in drugih
prilagoditev v muzejskem prostoru lahko privabi nove obiskovalce, ki so se predhodno
počutili nezaželene, ali tiste, ki so zaradi slabe izkušnje nehali obiskovati te prostore.
Ključne besede:

slepi in slabovidni, dostopnost muzejev za slepe in slabovidne,
avdio aplikacija, dostopnost mobilnih naprav, oblikovanje z
mislijo na uporabnika, uporabniški vmesnik
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ABSTRACT

The purpose of the master thesis is to addres the problem of the availability of
museum collections for people who are blind or visually impaired, as well as to offer
the opportunity to improve the experience of visiting the museum using an audio
application. For the purpose of designing the application that will meet the needs of
its users, we first have to understand what experiences and expectations the blind
and the visually impaired have while visiting a museum, and how they interact with
smartphones. The study was carried out in three stages; the first stage included an
overview of the existing adaptations for the blind and the visually impaired visitors in
the Slovenian museums; the second stage was a qualitative research; and the third
stage was a quantitative research with the blind and the visually impaired. We have
discovered that only a few of the museums in Slovenia have adaptations for
accessibility of the blind and the visually impaired. There is only a single museum that
offers an audio guide for the blind and the visually impaired with visual descriptions of
exhibited displays. Furthermore, we found that the very same audio application can
be used by the blind and the visually impaired, as well as by the sighted. For the blind
and the visually impaired, the visual descriptions of the exhibited objects, the
information about their locations and the provided direction for the museum path are
all a big advantage. The same applies to the use of a context-aware system that
automatically executes the appropriate content. However, at the same time, it is also
necessary to enable the user a manual input. We have designed an audio application
that will be aware of the surrounding environment, while, at the same time, will allow
the user to choose the desired content. The application will provide information about
the museum's exhibits, as well as visual descriptions for the blind and the visually
impaired. The use of such audio applications and other adjustments in the museum
space can attract new visitors who have previously felt unwelcomed, or those who
stopped visiting these premises due to a bad experience.

Key Words: blind and visually impaired, museum accessibility for the blind and the
visually impaired, audio application, mobile accessibility, user centered
design, user interface
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POVZETEK

Nove tehnologije vstopajo v naša življenja na vedno novih področjih. Stvari, za katere
smo včasih potrebovali dolgo časa ali veliko vpletenosti, lahko sedaj opravimo
enostavno le z nekaj kliki. Vedno več storitev nam je na voljo preko spleta, kar nam
omogoča lažje in bolj udobno življenje. Pridobimo lahko nova znanja in celo priznano
izobrazbo, iščemo nova delovna mesta, opravljamo bančna nakazila, naročamo
izdelke ter še mnogo več. Zavedati pa se moramo, da nimamo vsi ljudje enakih
možnosti dostopa do novih tehnologij in s tem do lažjega opravljanja prej navedenih
storitev. Van Dijk prepoznava štiri glavne ovire, ki lahko ljudem preprečijo uporabo
novih tehnologij: (1) ljudje se bojijo novih tehnologij ali so imeli slabo prvo izkušnjo –
še posebej starejši in neizkušeni; (2) omejen dostop do računalnika ali omrežja; (3)
pomanjkanje zagotavljanja dobre uporabniške izkušnje novih tehnologij in (4)
pomanjkanje večjega razloga za uporabo (Van Dijk, 1999). Ker se velik del naših
življenj premika na splet, lahko tako ljudje, ki nimajo dostopa, izobrazbe ali potrebnih
znanj za uporabo novih tehnologij, zaostanejo na lestvici enakih možnosti.
Ko govorimo o ljudeh z določenimi oviranostmi (npr. slepe in slabovidne osebe) in
uporabo novih tehnologij, lahko v literaturi najdemo predvsem optimističen pristop do
tematike. Avtorji izpostavljajo, da lahko nove tehnologije odprejo komunikacijske
kanale in dostop do informacij tistim, ki so bili predhodno izključeni iz ekonomskega
in družbenega življenja. Predpogoj za to je, da mora biti prilagoditev novih tehnologij
ustrezna (Cullen, 2001), njihova dostopnost pa mora biti omogočena za razumno
ceno ali brezplačno

(Bowe, 1993). S pravo implementacijo se lahko ljudem z

določenimi oviranostmi omogoči uporaba novih tehnologij v celoti (Rice, 2006). Ravno
ustrezna implementacija za dostop do vsebin pa večkrat ni izpolnjena. Izdelava
spletnih mest se skozi leta zelo hitro spreminja. Kar so bile nekoč spletne strani, ki so
temeljile predvsem na tekstovnih vsebinah, so danes postale multimedijsko bogate
vsebine, ki sprejemajo uporabnikov vnos in nanj odgovarjajo (Hall, 2009). Ker spletna
mesta večkrat ne upoštevajo načela dostopnosti, lahko to vodi v družbeno
izključevanje in negativen ekonomski vpliv (Action 64: Ensure the accessibility of
public sector websites, 2017).
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Še eno področje, iz katerega so ljudje z oviranostmi lahko izključeni, so javni prostori,
med katerimi so tudi muzeji. V magistrski nalogi se osredotočamo na dostopnost
muzejskih prostorov z uporabo avdio aplikacije za slepe in slabovidne osebe.
Ocenjeno je, da osebe, ki lahko uporabljajo vsa čutila, od 80 do 85 % zaznavanja
prejmejo skozi vid. Rečemo lahko, da živimo v izrazito vizualnem svetu, kjer je veliko
informacij predstavljenih in sprejetih ravno skozi čutilo za vid (Politzer, 2008). Vendar
pa lahko tudi osebe, ki ne morejo uporabljati vseh čutil, tvorijo kredibilno
reprezentacijo sveta okoli sebe. Ne moremo namreč trditi, da je svet, ki ga
strukturiramo z vsemi čutili, bolj resničen od tistega, ki ga strukturiramo z enim ali več
manjkajočimi čutili (Kermauner, 2014). Slepe osebe lahko razvijejo druga čutila do
stopnje, ki deloma nadomesti izgubljeni vid. Sluh kot distalen čut in tip kot proksimalen
čut sta glavna čuta, skozi katera slepi zaznavajo informacije o svetu okoli njih (Hersh,
2008).
Muzeji in druge kulturne inštitucije konstantno iščejo nove načine za zagotavljanje
boljše izkušnje obiskovalcev, med drugim tudi z uporabo novih tehnologij. Uporaba
avdio vodičev je v muzejih pogosta, v zadnjem času pa se avdio vodiče nadomešča
z različnimi aplikacijami, ki se jih lahko uporablja na pametnih telefonih ali tabličnih
računalnikih. Uporaba novih tehnologij je lahko tudi dober način za zagotavljanje
dostopnosti muzejev osebam z različnimi oviranostmi.
Za slepe in slabovidne osebe lahko veliko prednost pri uporabi avdio aplikacije
predstavljajo dodani vizualni opisi razstavljenih eksponatov, saj lahko na tak način
prejmejo mentalno sliko tistega, česar ne morejo videti. Kljub temu se je potrebno
zavedati, da avdio deskripcija predstavlja le en del izkušnje v muzeju. Osebe obiščejo
muzej, da vidijo, kaj ponuja, in ne le, da so v stiku s posredniki (Neves, 2018).
V magistrskem delu smo zbrali naslednja vodila za izdelavo vizualnih opisov za
muzejske zbirke za slepe in slabovidne.
Muzejska zbirka mora biti umeščena v kontekst z uporabo dejstev, uporabnika pa
moramo “peljati” skozi razstavo z razčlembo zbirke na logične dele. Pomembne in
posebne lastnosti naj bodo izpostavljene z dodajanjem zanimivih in relevantnih
dejstev. Kljub temu, da so dejstva zelo pomembna, naj bodo vseeno predstavljena
preko opisov, ki naj se vedno začnejo s splošnimi in nadaljujejo s specifičnimi.
Primerna dolžina za posamezno točko je od 1 do 2 minuti. Primerno pa je tudi, da se
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pripravi opise različnih dolžin, pri čemer si lahko uporabnik sam izbere, kako podroben
opis želi (Neves, 2018).
Za slepe in slabovidne obiskovalce muzejev je primerno, da se posamezne eksponate
primerja z nečim, kar jim je že poznano. Še posebej za opis vizualnih form, ki si jih
slepi in slabovidni obiskovalci težko predstavljajo, je primerno uporabiti dobro
poznane analogije (npr. kubistične slike lahko primerjamo z razbito vazo, katere
koščke smo sestavili na drugačen način). Uporabljeni jezik mora biti jasen, enostaven
in direkten. Izogibati se moramo dvoumnim in figurativnim izrazom. Opis, kot je na
primer: "Svetloba pada na predmet," nima direktnega pomena za slepo osebo
(Salzhauer, 2003).
Pomembno je predstaviti tudi velikost predmeta in ga povezati z že znanim ter ga
umestiti v prostor v primerjavi z ostalimi predmeti. Način vzpostavljanja zavedanja
smeri je uporaba pozicije urnih kazalcev (npr. "ob dvanajstih" pomeni, da je nekaj na
vrhu). Prav tako morajo biti opisane barve in atmosfera umetniškega dela. Primerno
je vključiti tudi informacije o tehniki in mediju, če le-te niso preveč tehnične (Salzhauer,
2003).
Vizualno izkušnjo lahko včasih opišemo z drugimi čutili. Tip in sluh lahko skonstruirata
zelo natančen opis določenega dela (s pomočjo čuta lahko na primer opišemo
površino kipa). Še ena priročna tehnika je opisovanje preko imitacije. Določeno pozo
figure lahko oseba razume tako, da jo imitira. Vsak se zaveda svojega telesa in ta
tehnika omogoča aktivno razumevanje določnih poz (npr. obiskovalcu se poda
navodila, naj stopi narazen in postavi desno nogo naprej) (Salzhauer, 2003).
Za slepe in slabovidne obiskovalce je pomembno tudi, da se zavedajo, katere
predmete lahko otipajo. Vedeti morajo, ali tipajo originalen eksponat, repliko, model
itd. Prejeti morajo tudi navodila, kje se predmet nahaja in na kakšen način ga lahko
otipajo. Uporabnik mora imeti možnost tipanja predstavljenega predmeta, med tem
ko posluša avdio opis (Neves, 2018).
V eksperimentalnem delu magistrskega dela smo se lotili izdelovanja zasnove avdio
aplikacije za bolj dostopno pot Muzeja pošte in telekomunikacij v Polhovem Gradcu v
Sloveniji. Aplikacija bo namenjena vsem obiskovalcem, pri izdelavi pa se še posebej
osredotočamo na slepe in slabovidne obiskovalce muzeja. Avdio aplikacija bo
omogočala samostojnejši obisk muzeja in podajala informacije o razstavljenih
eksponatih skupaj z avdio posnetki vizualnih opisov. Na tak način bo zagotavljala
izboljšano izkušnjo ob obisku.
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Za izdelavo aplikacije, ki bo odgovarjala željam uporabnikov, moramo poglobljeno
razumeti slepe in slabovidne osebe. S tem namenom smo zasnovali kvantitativno in
kvalitativno raziskavo, da ugotovimo, kakšne so izkušnje in pričakovanja slepih in
slabovidnih oseb ob obisku muzejev ter na kakšen način uporabljajo pametne
telefone. Opravili smo tudi preliminarno raziskavo, da ugotovimo trenutno stanje
dostopnosti za slepe in slabovidne obiskovalce v slovenskih muzejih.
Metodološko smo se eksperimentalnega dela lotili na tri načine. V preliminarni
raziskavi smo naredili seznam vseh muzejev v Sloveniji in njihovih zbirk, v kolikor lete predstavljajo ločeno enoto (skupaj 73). Pregledali smo spletna mesta vseh muzejev
in iskali informacije tudi drugje na spletu z namenom, da bi našli vsebine o dostopnosti
muzejev za slepe in slabovidne osebe. Med tistimi, za katere smo na spletu našli
informacije o dostopnosti za slepe in slabovidne, smo opravili še telefonske intervjuje.
Obstaja možnost, da so v Sloveniji tudi drugi muzeji, ki ponujajo določene prilagoditve
za slepe in slabovidne obiskovalce, a v kolikor te informacije niso predstavljene na
spletu, jih nismo našli in v rezultate niso vključeni.
V kvantitativni raziskavi smo pripravili vprašalnik, ki je vseboval 8 odprtih vprašanj in
2 demografski vprašanji, ter ga razposlali slepim in slabovidnim osebam. Odgovore
smo prejeli od 13 oseb, 4 ženskega spola in 9 moškega spola, med katerimi so bile 3
slabovidne osebe in 10 slepih oseb. Uporabnike smo spraševali, s kakšnim namenom
uporabljajo pametni telefon, katere aplikacije uporabljajo, ali jim je pametni telefon
olajšal vsakodnevno življenje, kako pogosto uporabljajo računalnik in ali prednostno
uporabljajo pametni telefon ali računalnik.
V kvalitativni raziskavi smo uporabili metodo kontekstnega intervjuja (ang. contextualinquiry). Opravili smo intervjuje s 7 slepimi osebami. Najprej smo se z intervjuvancem
pogovarjali v sproščeni obliki, pri čemer smo sledili vnaprej pripravljenim vprašanjem.
Kasneje smo intervjuvanca prosili, naj nam pokaže nekaj nalog, ki jih običajno opravlja
na pametnem telefonu, ter nekaj aplikacij, ki jih uporablja.
Da aplikacija res odgovarja potrebam ciljne publike, je potrebno le-to ustrezno
definirati. Naša primarna ciljna publika so slepe in slabovidne osebe, sekundarna
ciljna publika pa videče in gluhe osebe. Skupno vsem je, da gre za obiskovalce
muzeja.
Avdio aplikacija bo izdelana za namen uporabe v Muzeju pošte in telekomunikacij v
Polhovem Gradcu v Sloveniji. Muzej vsebuje dve zbirki – Zgodovina pošte in
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Zgodovina telekomunikacij. Ta muzej je prvi v Sloveniji in šesti v Evropi, ki je skoraj
popolnoma prilagojen za slepe in slabovidne obiskovalce (manjka še avdio aplikacija).
Nekateri predstavljeni eksponati so na voljo kot taktilni eksponati, dodane so talne
označbe in dva taktilna zemljevida za orientacijo. Na voljo je tudi besedilo v Brajevi
pisavi in nekaj zvočnih elementov.
Za namen izdelave avdio aplikacije smo skupaj z muzejskim vodstvom določili pozicije
avdio točk. Avdio točke se nahajajo tam, kjer je že na voljo določena prilagoditev za
slepe in slabovidne osebe, na primer taktilni eksponat. Na tak način lahko avdio
aplikacija obiskovalcu ponudi tudi informacijo o poziciji taktilnega eksponata in na
kakšen način ga lahko otipa (npr. ali ga lahko dvigne, otipa z eno roko, obema
rokama). Tako zagotavlja izboljšano izkušnjo slepih in slabovidnih obiskovalcev.
Besedilo za avdio aplikacijo bo naknadno pripravljeno s strani muzeja in bo vsebovalo
tako informacije o razstavljenih eksponatih kot tudi vizualne opise. Na prvi stopnji bo
avdio aplikacija vsebovala 14 točk z možnostjo nadgradnje na naslednjih stopnjah.
Informacije, ki smo jih odkrili s pomočjo preliminarne raziskave, predstavljamo v
nadaljevanju. V Sloveniji je 14 muzejev, ki ponujajo določeno prilagojenost za slepe
in slabovidne osebe. Obseg prilagoditev je med posameznimi muzeji različen.
Prilagoditve, ki jih muzeji ponujajo, so taktilni eksponati, taktilne označbe, vodiči ali
brošure v Brajevi pisavi, dodatni materiali, namenjeni slepim in slabovidnim, taktilni
zemljevid, talne označbe, večji znaki, povečevalna stekla, zvočni elementi.
Devet muzejev v Sloveniji ponuja taktilne eksponate za slepe in slabovidne osebe,
sedem muzejev pa dodatni material, posebej namenjen njim. Šest muzejev ima na
voljo taktilne zemljevide, pet muzejev pa talne označbe za lažjo navigacijo. Trije
muzeji imajo dodane večje znake za slabovidne obiskovalce. Osem muzejev
določene vsebine podaja v Brajevi pisavi, pet muzejev pa ponuja vodič ali brošuro v
Brajevi pisavi. Po dva muzeja ponujata možnost uporabe povečevalnih stekel oziroma
imata na voljo zvočne elemente.
Pregledali smo tudi, ali muzeji v Sloveniji ponujajo avdio vodiče oziroma avdio
aplikacije in ali so te prilagojene za slepe in slabovidne obiskovalce. Ugotovili smo,
da 16 muzejev omogoča uporabo aplikacije za vodenje po muzeju Nexto. Aplikacija
je delno dostopna tudi za slepe in slabovidne, ki uporabljajo bralnik zaslona, vendar
nima na voljo nobenih posebnih prilagoditev. En muzej v Sloveniji ponuja uporabo
avdio vodiča, ki nudi vizualne opise in je kot tak posebej prilagojen za uporabo slepim
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in slabovidnim osebam. Noben muzej v Sloveniji ne uporablja avdio aplikacije, ki bi
bila posebej prilagojena za uporabo slepim in slabovidnim osebam.
Nadalje smo opravili kvantitativno raziskavo, s katero smo poskušali ugotoviti, na
kakšen način in za kakšne namene slepe in slabovidne osebe uporabljajo pametne
telefone. Slepim in slabovidnim osebam smo poslali vprašalnik in odgovore prejeli od
13 oseb. Ob tem moramo imeti v mislih, da je bil uporabljeni vzorec majhen in tako
rezultatov ne moremo posplošiti na populacijo, kljub temu pa lahko sprejmemo nekaj
informacij o specifiki slepih in slabovidnih uporabnikov v Sloveniji.
V rezultatih smo ugotovili, da intervjuvanci telefone uporabljajo za opravljanje
telefonskih klicev (12 intervjuvancev od 13), pošiljanje sporočil (11 intervjuvancev) in
uporabo aplikacij (11 intervjuvancev). Kar nekaj sodelujočih telefone uporablja za
brskanje po spletu (9 intervjuvancev) in navigacijo (9 intervjuvancev).
Uporabnike smo vprašali tudi, ali raje uporabljajo računalnik ali pametni telefon.
Ugotovili smo, da intervjuvanci nekoliko raje uporabljajo računalnik (sedem
intervjuvancev raje uporablja računalnik, štirje uporabljajo oboje ali imajo raje
določeno napravo glede na nalogo, ki jo izvajajo, dva intervjuvanca pa raje uporabljata
pametni telefon). Podani razlogi za to so bili večinoma, da so bolj vajeni uporabe
računalnika ali da radi uporabljajo Brajevo vrstico in tipkovnico. Nekateri raje
uporabljajo računalnik za bolj napredno brskanje po spletu. Uporabnika, ki raje
uporabljata pametni telefon, sta navedla, da zato, ker se jima zdi telefon bolj praktičen.
Ugotovili smo, da večini uporabnikov, ki aktivno uporabljajo pametni telefon, le-ta
olajša vsakodnevne aktivnosti (8 intervjuvancev od 11, ki uporabljajo pametni telefon).
Več intervjuvancev je omenilo, da so s pomočjo pametnega telefona in aplikacij, ki jih
uporabljajo, bolj neodvisni. Ta teza se je potrdila tudi v naši kvalitativni raziskavi. Vsi
intervjuvanci (7) so aktivni uporabniki pametnih telefonov in vsi so tudi omenili več
aktivnosti, ki jih lahko s pomočjo pametnega telefona in aplikacij sedaj opravljajo
samostojno. Nekatere od teh aktivnosti so lažja navigacija in transport, možnost, da
jim aplikacija prebere natisnjeno besedilo ali opiše fotografijo okolice, ki jo uporabnik
posname, in drugo.
Intervjuvance smo povprašali tudi o aplikacijah, ki jih uporabljajo na svojem
pametnem telefonu. Nekateri uporabljajo redno 9 ali več aplikacij (3 intervjuvanci).
Dva intervjuvanca aplikacij na mobilnem telefonu ne uporabljata. Uporabniki na
mobilnih telefonih uporabljajo najrazličnejše aplikacije. Po pet intervjuvancev je
omenilo naslednje aplikacije: Facebook, Messenger, aplikacije za navigacijo (Moovit,
Lazarillo, Navigon), transport (LPP Bus, Prevozi). Po štirje intervjuvanci uporabljajo
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aplikacijo za pošiljanje e-pošte in glasbeni predvajalnik. Po dva intervjuvanca
uporabljata koledar, aplikacijo za opravljanje klicev (Skype, Viber), aplikacije za šport
in zdravje, online televizijo, siri, aplikacijo za vreme in YouTube. Po en intervjuvanec
je omenil, da uporablja Be my Eyes, bralnik knjig, kalkulator, fotoaparat, Google,
Money Reader, Office Suite, Reminders, Safari, TapTapSee, datum, čas in budilko,
video predvajalnik in snemalnik zvoka.
V tretjem delu raziskave smo opravili kontekstne intervjuje, pri čemer nas je zanimal
predvsem pogled intervjuvancev o izkušnjah z obiski muzejev, njihovih pričakovanjih
ter o uporabi pametnih telefonov.
Ugotovili smo, kakšne avdio vodiče so intervjuvanci že uporabljali v muzejih. Dva
intervjuvanca sta bila v muzeju, kjer sta uporabljala avdio vodič, v katerega sta morala
sama vpisati številko avdio točke, ob kateri sta se nahajala. Intervjuvanec št. 2 je
omenil, da ga ne moti, če mu mora nekdo povedati številko razstavljenega eksponata,
ki jo nato vpiše v avdio vodič. Omenil je, da imajo slepe osebe po navadi s seboj še
nekoga, ki jim lahko pri tem pomaga. Intervjuvanka št. 11 pa je omenila, da si želi biti
ob obisku muzeja neodvisna. V kolikor ji mora nekdo povedati na primer, kje se nahaja
tablica z Brajevo pisavo, je enako, kot če ji prebere besedilo. Sama si želi najti in
razbrati vsebine, ki so ji namenjene.
Dva intervjuvanca sta imela izkušnjo z avdio vodičem, ki je zaznaval bližnje eksponate
in tako predvajal primeren avdio posnetek. Obema je bila ta izkušnja všeč.
En uporabnik je omenil, da bi mu bilo všeč, če se lahko na obisk muzeja pripravi že
vnaprej. Zanimalo bi ga na primer, kateri predmeti so razstavljeni in kateri eksponati
so taktilni.
Od intervjuvancev smo izvedeli še, da bi jim bilo neprijetno, v kolikor bi nosili slušalke
avdio vodiča na obeh ušesih. Sluh je namreč čut, s katerim prejmejo veliko informacij,
in na ta način bi se počutili odrezane od zunanjega sveta. Raje bi videli, da lahko
imajo slušalko le na enem ušesu.
Intervjuvanci so omenili tudi pomembnost vizualnih opisov. Intervjuvanka št. 11 meni,
da je pomembno, da slepi uporabnik prejme informacije o dimenziji, barvi, lokaciji itd.
Včasih si nekdo, ki je slep, težko predstavlja, kako velik je nek predmet, če je opisan
le z relativnimi pojmi. V kolikor pa je predstavljen s specifičnimi informacijami, kot so
točne mere ali primerjava z drugim poznanim objektom, je lažje dobiti občutek o
velikosti. Pomembno je tudi, da se uporabnik zaveda, kje točno se določeni predmet
nahaja v primerjavi z drugimi.
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Vsi naši intervjuvanci uporabljajo pametne telefone, štirje uporabljajo sistem Android,
dva iOS, eden pa Nokia Symbian. Intervjuvance smo opazovali pri uporabi njihovih
naprav.
Vsi intervjuvanci na pametnih telefonih uporabljajo sistem Talkback (Android) ali
Voice Over (iPhone). Ta funkcionalnost prebere vse, kar se nahaja na zaslonu, in
tako omogoča slepim uporabnikom, da izbirajo in prejemajo želene vsebine.
Uporabniki lahko tako uporabljajo vse aplikacije in spletna mesta, če so le-ta ustrezno
prilagojena (imajo v kodi primeren zapis, da ga bralnik zaslona prebere). Večina
intervjuvancev meni, da je uporaba pametnih telefonov enostavna, le intervjuvanec
št. 10 je omenil, da ima včasih težave z uporabo sistema Talkback oziroma je imel
težave na začetku. Uporabniki s sistemom Talkback in Voice Over največkrat
navigirajo z drsenjem po zaslonu ali s potegi po zaslonu. Ob drsenju po zaslonu
sistem prebere element, na katerem se uporabnik nahaja, z dvojnim klikom pa nato
uporabnik element izbere. Ob potegih po zaslonu sistem bere posamezne elemente
od začetka do konca, uporabnik ponovno izbere želeni element z dvojnim klikom.
Glede na pregledano literaturo in opravljeno raziskavo smo identificirali pomembne
elemente za zasnovo avdio aplikacije za muzejsko pot.
Ustrezno je, če se aplikacija zaveda okolice in tako ponuja informacije o razstavljenih
predmetih glede na uporabnikovo lokacijo. Ob posamezni eksponat se namesti signal
(npr. Bluetooth signal, ostale možnosti so še NFC, RFID). Ko se uporabnik s svojim
mobilnim telefonom, na katerem ima odprto aplikacijo in vključen Bluetooth, približa
signalu, ga le-ta vodi na ustrezni avdio posnetek. Na tak način uporabnik ne rabi iskati,
ob katerem eksponatu se nahaja, in na primer vtipkati ustrezne številke posnetka v
aplikacijo ali izbrati ustreznega posnetka s seznama. Slepi in slabovidni obiskovalci
pa bi imeli še dodatne težave, saj ne bi videli označbe (številke) eksponata. Tudi če
bi bila številka ali ime eksponata na voljo v Brajevi pisavi, bi moral obiskovalec nekako
najti, kje se tablica z Brajevo pisavo nahaja. V primeru sistema, ki predvaja posnetek
glede na bližino lokacije, pa teh težav ni. Kljub temu je potrebno zagotoviti, da ima
uporabnik tudi možnost ročnega vnosa za želeno izbiro.
Za slepe in slabovidne osebe in tudi za videče je lahko primerno, da jih avdio aplikacija
vodi oziroma usmerja po muzeju. To je še en razlog, zakaj je dobro, da se aplikacija
zaveda okolice. Muzej pošte in telekomunikacij že ima nekatere prilagoditve za
orientacijo slepih in slabovidnih obiskovalcev po muzeju, kot so talne označbe in
taktilni zemljevidi. Zato smo se odločili, da navigacije po muzeju ne bomo
implementirali v samo aplikacijo. Dodali pa bomo navodila, kje se taktilni elementi
nahajajo in na kakšen način jih lahko obiskovalec otipa.
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Aplikacija bo slepim in slabovidnim osebam ponujala avdio posnetke vizualnih opisov
razstavljenih eksponatov. Več intervjuvancev je omenilo pomembnost, da izvedo,
kakšne barve, kakšnih dimenzij in kakšnega videza je eksponat. To jim pomaga, da
si oblikujejo celotno sliko. Obstaja več tehnik vizualnega opisovanja za slepe in
slabovidne osebe, kot so primerjava z že poznanimi predmeti, navezovanje na druge
čute in razumevanje preko imitacije (Neves, 2008, Salzhauer, 2003).
Primerno je, če lahko uporabnik dostopa do informacij tudi po obisku muzeja. Na tak
način si lahko kasneje pomaga s poslušanjem ali ponovno pregleda informacije.
Kot smo že omenili, mora biti aplikacija dostopna z uporabo bralnika zaslona, ki jih
večinoma uporabljajo slepi uporabniki. To pomeni, da mora biti koda aplikacije
napisana na način, da jo lahko bralnik zaslona prebere. Standard, ki mu je potrebno
slediti ob izdelavi aplikacije, je WCAG 2.0.
Primerno je, da se uporabnikom omogoči uporabo slušalk, ki jih lahko poslušajo le na
enem ušesu. Slepe osebe namreč veliko informacij prejmejo preko zvoka, zato bi se
v primeru uporabe slušalk na obeh ušesih počutili odrezane od zunanjega sveta. Prav
tako naj se obiskovalcem omogoči uporaba držalnika za pametni telefon, ki je lahko
enostaven žepek za okoli vratu. Na tak način bodo lahko slepi in slabovidni uporabniki
poslušali vsebine in ob istem času tipali eksponate, kjer je to omogočeno.
Zasnove aplikacije smo se lotili z identificiranjem ključnih zahtev in ciljne publike.
Naredili smo diagrame z namenom identificiranja, katere entitete in procesi bodo
delovali med seboj in na kakšen način. Naredili smo tri scenarije, po katerih tipični
uporabniki opravljajo nalogo s pomočjo aplikacije. Vsi ti procesi so nam pomagali pri
začetku izdelave aplikacije. Najprej smo se lotili izdelave skic, nato pa smo prešli na
izdelavo prototipa. Prototip smo izdelali s pomočjo orodij Axure RP, Adobe Photoshop
in Adobe Illustrator.
Tekom procesa načrtovanja aplikacije smo se še posebej posvetili delovanju
samodejnega prepoznavanja bližnjih točk ter odnosu med avtomatsko in ročno izbiro.
Muzej pošte in telekomunikacij je manjši muzej, ki je ravno zaradi tega dobro
obvladljiv. Na voljo sta dve zbirki, pri čemer se vsaka nahaja v svojem nadstropju. V
pritlični sobi je predstavljen uvod v muzej. V posameznem nadstropju so štiri sobe,
tako je skupaj s pritlično sobo v muzeju 9 sob. Ob uporabi signalov, ki komunicirajo z
aplikacijo, je potrebno le-te ustrezno umestiti v prostor. Pomembno je, da signali ne
motijo eden drugega. V sedmih sobah muzeja bo nameščen po en oddajnik signala
in tako do težav ne bo prihajalo. V eni sobi (prva soba prvega nadstropja) se nahajajo
4 avdio točke, v eni (druga soba prvega nadstropja) pa 3 avdio točke. V teh dveh
primerih bi torej lahko prihajalo do težav pri sprejemanju Bluetooth signala. Na
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napravi, ki oddaja Bluetooth signal, se lahko nastavi, na katero razdaljo deluje. V
kolikor bi bile katere od točk še vedno preblizu (težavni sta predvsem točka 3 in točka
4), je lahko rešitev taka, da se točka 4 avtomatično predvaja po tem, ko se točka 3
konča. Uporabnik bi bil o tem tudi obveščen, prav tako pa bi imel možnost, da
predvajanje začasno ustavi, v kolikor bi se rad še zadržal na prejšnji točki.
V kolikor bi se uporabnik že približal signalu naslednje točke, med tem ko bi avdio
aplikacija še vedno predvajala predhodni posnetek, se novi posnetek ne bi začel
predvajati avtomatično. To je eden od možnih primerov, kjer je potrebno uporabniku
pustiti možnost samodejne izbire. V takem primeru bi se na zaslonu prikazalo pojavno
okno, ki bi uporabnika obvestilo o bližini nove točke. Uporabnik bi se lahko odločil, ali
bo nadaljeval s prejšnjim posnetkom (ki se tudi ob približanju novi točki ne ustavi) ali
pa bi s klikom na gumb predvajal naslednji posnetek, ob katerem se nahaja. V
primeru, ko se uporabnik približa novi točki, pametna naprava zavibrira, tako da tudi
slepi in slabovidni uporabniki vedo, da se je nekaj zgodilo.
Uporabnik mora imeti za prepoznavanje bližine točk na napravi vključeno povezavo
Bluetooth. Ko se uporabnik prvič približa Bluetooth signalu oziroma ko prvič ročno
izbere želeni posnetek predvajanja, se mu odpre okno. Na tem oknu se z namenom
prepoznavanja bližnjih točk uporabnika pozove k vklopu Bluetooth signala na
telefonu. V kolikor ima uporabnik Bluetooth že vključen, prav tako vidi obvestilo, da
se zaveda samodejnega delovanja sistema.
Drugo obvestilo na oknu bo možnost izbire prikaza vizualnih opisov. Zapisano bo, da
so vizualni opisi na voljo za slepe in slabovidne obiskovalce. V kolikor si bo uporabnik
izbral to možnost, se bo v glavi zaslona prikazal simbol (oziroma obvestilo), ki bo
označeval, da je vsebina namenjena slepim in slabovidnim osebam. To je vključeno
z namenom, da se videči uporabnik zaveda prikaza vsebine, v primeru, da po pomoti
izbere prikaz vizualnih opisov. V primeru vključenih vizualnih opisov uporabnik ob
posamezni točki prejme splošne informacije, pred njimi pa je dodan še posnetek, ki
govori o vizualnem izgledu razstavljenega eksponata.
Delovanje aplikacije je kompleksno, saj omogoča možnost ročnega vnosa, prav tako
pa se posnetki predvajajo samodejno glede na bližino točk. Namenjena je različnim
skupinam ljudi, to so tako slepe in slabovidne osebe kot videče osebe. Zaradi teh
razlogov je potrebno aplikacijo ustrezno testirati z več realnimi uporabniki. Osnovni
prototip, ki smo ga izdelali, lahko testiramo le z videčimi uporabniki in tudi v tem
primeru lahko ugotovimo le omejene informacije o učinkovitosti aplikacije. Ustrezno
testiranje aplikacije bo mogoče šele ob izdelavi interaktivnega prototipa, ki bo deloval
tudi v sodelovanju z Bluetooth točkami. Testiranje mora biti tako izvedeno v muzeju
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ob delovanju Bluetooth točk. Potrebno je opazovati, kako se uporabniki sprehajajo po
muzeju ter na kakšen način uporabljajo aplikacijo. Posebej je treba biti pozoren na to,
ali je delovanje samodejnega predvajanja ustrezno in ali ima uporabnik tudi dovolj
svobode za samodejno izbiro. Šele po takem testiranju bo mogoče ugotoviti, kako
uporabna je aplikacija in na katerih delih uporabe prihaja do težav ter jih ustrezno
prilagoditi.
V središču našega raziskovalnega in razvojnega procesa so bile tri hipoteze, ki smo
jih opredelili na začetku delovanja. Na tej točki lahko zaključimo, ali so bile predhodno
postavljene hipoteze potrjene ali ovržene. Hipoteze so predstavljene v nadaljevanju.


Hipoteza 1: "Muzeji v Sloveniji niso ustrezno prilagojeni za slepe in slabovidne
obiskovalce," je bila delno potrjena.



Hipoteza 2: "Slepim in slabovidnim osebam bi ugajala uporaba avdio aplikacije
ob obisku muzeja," je bila potrjena.



Hipoteza 3: "Avdio aplikacijo lahko izdelamo na način, da bo primerna za
uporabo tako videčih oseb kot tudi slepih in slabovidnih oseb," je bila potrjena.

Načrtovanje uporabniških vmesnikov je vedno iterativen proces. Potrebna je izdelava
do določene stopnje, evaluacija z uporabniki in nato ustrezna prilagoditev ter
ponovitev tega postopka. V magistrskem delu smo izvedli obširno raziskavo, saj je
aplikacija v prvi vrsti namenjena slepim in slabovidnim osebam, zato smo morali le-te
in njihovo uporabo pametnih in drugih naprav dobro spoznati. Z odkritimi spoznanji
smo lahko izdelali prvi prototip aplikacije, ki je namenjena tako slepim in slabovidnim
osebam kot tudi videčim osebam.
Z uporabo avdio aplikacije v muzeju želimo vsem uporabnikom, ne glede na njihove
sposobnosti, omogočiti enakovreden dostop do informacij in znanja, ki ga muzej
ponuja. Prav tako želimo spodbuditi druge s tega področja in širše, da vedno
omogočajo enakovreden dostop za vse ljudi, ne glede na to, ali govorimo o kulturnih
inštitucijah, spletnih mestih ali čem drugem.
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SUMMARY

In the master thesis we are addressing the problem of the availability of museum
collections for people who are blind or for the visually impaired. We want to offer an
improved experience while visiting a museum with the use of an audio application.
Many authors believe that technology can have a positive effect on people with a
certain disability (Cullen, 2001; Bowe, 1993; Rice, 2006). However, they also point
out the fact that technology must always be appropriately adapted, as well as
affordable. Since many times this is not the case, this can lead to social exclusion and
negative economic impact (Action 64: Ensure the accessibility of public sector
websites, 2017). Another area out of which people with disabilities can be excluded
are the public spaces, more specifically, museums. However, museums are
constantly looking for new ways to provide a better experience for visitors, including
with the use of new technologies.
In the experimental part of the master thesis, we designed an audio application for
more accessible path of the Post and Telecommunications Museum in Polhov
Gradec, Slovenia. In order to create an application that meets the users’ needs, we
need to fully understand the blind and the visually impaired and their way of interacting
with applications. To this end, we designed quantitative and qualitative research. We
also conducted a preliminary research to determine the current state of accessibility
in the Slovenian museums for the unsighted and the visually impaired visitors.
The application is intended for all visitors, however, in the research, we focus on the
blind and the visually impaired visitors. The audio application will allow a more
independent visit to the museum and provide information about the displayed exhibits
alongside with visual descriptions. In this way, it will provide an improved experience
during the visit.
There are three parts of the research. In the preliminary research part, we reviewed
the webpages of all Slovenian museums and some other webpages to find information
about accessibility for the blind and the partially impaired. With the museums that
have some information available, we later conducted a phone interview. There is a
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possibility that there are other museums that offer certain adjustments for the blind
and the visually impaired visitors. However, if this information is not presented on the
web, we could not find it, and, therefore, are not included in the results.
In a quantitative research part, we prepared a questionnaire containing 8 open ended
and 2 demographic questions and sent it to the blind and the visually impaired. We
received responses from 13 people, 4 female persons and 9 male persons, including
3 visually impaired persons and 10 unsighted.
In the qualitative research part, we used the method of »contextual inquiry«. We
interviewed 7 blind persons. Firstly, we made the interview, and, then, observed the
interviewees’ interaction with a smartphone while they performed some tasks.
In the preliminary research, we discovered that there are 14 museums in Slovenia
that offer some kind of adaptation for the blind and the visually impaired.
Nine museums in Slovenia offer tactile exhibits for the blind and the visually impaired
and seven museums provide additional material specifically for them. Six museums
have tactile maps available, while five museums have floor marking for ease of
navigation. Three museums have bigger signs for the visually impaired visitors. Eight
museums offer information in Braille, and five museums offer a guide or brochure in
Braille. Two museums offer the option to use magnifying glasses, or have audio
elements available. Only one museum in Slovenia offers the option to use an audio
guide that is specifically adapted for the blind and the visually impaired, since it
contains visual descriptions.
In the quantitative research, we discovered that the respondents use phones to make
telephone calls (12 respondents out of 13), send messages (11 respondents) and use
applications (11 respondents). Several respondents use smartphones to browse the
web (9 respondents) and for navigation (9 respondents).
We discovered that most of the people who are actively using a smart phone find that
it helps them make everyday activities easier (8 respondents out of 11 that use a
smart phone). Many of them mentioned that they are more independent with the help
of their phone and applications they use. This was also confirmed in our research of
contextual inquiry, where all 7 interviewees were active users of smart phones and
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they all mentioned several activities that they can do independently with their phone,
such as easier navigation and transportation, the possibility of an application to read
a written text aloud or to describe an image that the user takes a picture of etc.
In the qualitative research, we found out that people like visiting museums if the
information is somehow available for them. People enjoy if they can get visual
descriptions, such as color, dimension, position of exhibits, and their relation to other
exhibits or to well-known objects. All of our interviewees use a smartphone with either
the Talkback (Android) or the Voice Over (iOS) system. This functionality reads
elements on the screen in order to allow the unsighted users to select and receive the
desired content. Users are able to use all apps and websites if they are appropriately
adapted (the code needs to be written appropriately, so that the screen reader can
access it). Our interviewees use different kinds of applications, such as Facebook,
Instagram, navigation applications, e-mail applications, music player, book reader etc.
Based on the previously done research and our research, we identify the elements
important for the design of the audio application for the museum path. The experience
can be improved if a context-aware system that plays an appropriate audio file based
on an exhibit that is nearby is used. We achieved this with implementation of Bluetooth
tags that communicate with the application. The problem can occur if some stops are
positioned close to each other. We resolved this problem in a way that the next stop
is, in this way, played automatically after the first one is finished, while the user have
an option to pause it. The user should always have an option to manually choose a
desired content.
It is recommended that the application offers navigation around the museum, too.
However, the Museum of Post and Telecommunication already has an adaptation for
orientation available (floor markings and tactile maps), so that is why we decided not
to implement this to the application.
The application will provide information about the exhibited objects for all visitors,
while the blind and the visually impaired visitors will have an option to attain visual
descriptions about the exhibits, too. For the deaf, a transcript of the audio will be
presented.
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The application must be accessible with a screen reader in order to enable access for
the unsighted users. This means that the application code must follow the standard
WCAG 2.0.
The final result of the thesis is a design of an audio application that guides users
through the museum. Once a high fidelity prototype will be made (that will answer to
Bluetooth tags), there needs to be a user experience research performed, in order to
find out what problems might occurre and change the application accordingly.
With the use of the audio application in the museum, we want to allow all users, no
matter their abilities, to have equal access to the information and knowledge the
museum offers. We also want to encourage others in this field and beyond to always
provide equal access to information for all people.
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INTRODUCTION

New technologies are constantly entering into our everyday lives in new areas. The
things that used to need a lot of time or engagement for, can now be done as simply as
ever with just a few clicks. There are more and more services available online that are
making our lives easier and more comfortable. We can acquire new knowledge, and,
even, certified education, we can easily search for new job opportunities at home and
abroad. We can make bank payments, order products and find the best deals offered.
We can discover new places and easily navigate there, stay in touch with friends and
family and so much more. However, not all people have the opportunity to do all of these
things with the help of the new technologies. And, since a lot of aspects of our lives
transfer online, these people can be left behind on the equal opportunity scale. These
are the people who are not granted the access, education or skills needed to use the
new technologies. Among others, this can, many times, be true for people with certain
disabilities. Many websites and mobile applications are not adequately adapted so that
everyone can access them. New trends in digital design show the tendency towards
using a lot of visual language and media rich elements, which, unfortunately, often miss
a sufficient alternative. For example, the blind and the visually impaired usually use
screen readers which can access the information only if the code is written in the correct
format. The European Union is promoting accessibility of websites and mobile
applications, for example, with the 2010–2020 European Disability Strategy. However,
for now, the standards are not mandatory to be used.
Similar problem with accessibility can also apply to the accessibility of places. The blind
and the visually impaired are often physically able to visit a certain place, such as a
museum, yet are unable to access the information presented there, unless they are not
properly adapted. Many blind and visually impaired people stopped going to museums
because they are not adapted for them, or have never visited a museum. Museums, and
other cultural institutions, as well, need to find new practices to attract people who fell or
have felt unwelcomed (Levent, 2013).
The Museum of Post and Telecommunications in Polhov Gradec, Slovenia has already
adapted some parts of the exhibition for enabling a good experience for the blind and
the visually impaired visitors. There are tactile elements available, floor markings for
easier navigation, text in Braille etc.
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To enable an even more profound experience, we decided to design an audio application
for a museum visit.
Our hypothesis for this master thesis are:
H1: Slovenian museums are not appropriately adapted for the blind and the partially
sighted visitors.
H2: The blind and the visually impaired would enjoy to use an audio application for a
museum visit.
H3: Audio application can be designed in a way to be used by the sighted, as well as
by the blind and the visually impaired visitors.
In the theoretical part of the thesis, we shall take a look at the manner how the new
technologies can cause inequality in society, and how they can include or exclude the
people with disabilities from equal participation in society. We shall take a look at web
accessibility and provide guidelines on how to provide accessible content on mobile
devices. We shall, also, provide information about the perception of the world by the blind
and the visually impaired visitors, and give directions on how to provide a more
accessible museum visit for them with the help of the audio application and the
descriptive guides. We shall talk about User-Centered Design and the data gathering
techniques, in detail about Contextual Inquiry and how to perform a data gathering
session with the blind and the visually impaired users.
In the experimental part of the thesis, we shall make a three-step research: a preliminary
research, a quantitative research and a qualitative research. In preliminary the research,
we shall take a look at the current state of accessibility for the blind and the visually
impaired in Slovenian museums. Using quantitative and qualitative research, we shall
gain more information about the blind and the visually impaired and the way they use
and interact with technology. Based on the findings, we shall design an audio application
that will be accessible for the blind and the visually impaired visitors of the Museum of
Post and Telecommunications, and for all other visitors, as well.
This application will be a small step towards providing an equal opportunity for visiting
cultural spaces for people with disabilities, but it will, hopefully, encourage others in the
field and beyond to focus on such activities and adaptations.

2
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2.1

THEORETICAL PART

New Technologies and Social Inequality

Information and communication technology (ICT) has become a vital part of our lives
with all the information we obtain and the services we order with the help of it. We can
make things happen faster and easier like never before. That is, if we have the
appropriate knowledge and access to the ICT technologies. If we don't, we need to invest
more time and more energy in comparison to those granted the access.
Bourdieu recognizes three types of capital that are important for the structure and the
functioning of the social world, opposed to the single form that is recognized by the
economic theory. The three types of capital are: the economic capital, the cultural capital
and the social capital. Economic capital consists of assets that can be directly and
immediately convertible into money, and may be institutionalized in the form of property
rights. Cultural capital is formed by the time an individual invests in themselves, by
possession and consumption of the cultural goods (pictures, books, dictionaries,
instruments etc.), and can be institutionalized in the form of educational qualifications.
Social capital consists of social obligations (»connections«) and may be institutionalized
in the form of a title of nobility (Bourdieu, 1986).
All forms of capital can cause social inequality. The question is: how the usage of ICT
contributes to inequality in society? Kvasny and Keil have confirmed that the usage of
ICT is affected by the individual's capital in all three forms by Bourdieu. They have found
in their research (Kvasny, 2006) that, even if the access to ICT is granted, that doesn't
directly ensure the successful usage, unless some prerequisite requirements are met.
These are the general education and computer literacy built on top of it. Van Dijk
identifies four general obstacles that can prevent people from using new media: (1)
people are intimidated by the new technology or had a bad first experience with it –
especially the elderly and the unskilled; (2) limitation of access to computers or networks;
(3) lack of user-friendliness of new technologies; (4) lack of significant usage
opportunities (Van Dijk, 1999). Nowadays, however, the economic capital does not seem
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to have much impact on the ICT usage, since computers and phones became relatively
accessible1 (Tondeur, 2010).
When users are able to overcome the obstacles and, therefore, successfully use ICT,
ICT also affects the three forms of capital. In the literature, we can find the affect that ICT
has, or can have on social capital. ICT can help strengthen, maintain or gain new
relationships (Wellman, 2001). As a result, ICT can produce an individual's higher social
capital that will also enable further use (Hsieh, 2011). ICT can, also, affect cultural capital
with better access to information and knowledge. It has become an important supplier
for relevant skills and competences. There are some authors who have found a relation
between ICT and the cultural capital, but, rather, as a way to obtain cultural capital, or
as a consequence of having cultural capital (Tonderu, 2010).
ICT offers many opportunities to some individuals. However, those that do not acquire
access, education and necessary skills can easily be excluded from obtaining or
receiving economic, cultural and social capital, and, so, left even further behind on the
inequality scale.

2.2

New Technologies and People with Disabilities

When discussing about the impact new technologies have on people with certain
disabilities, we can see a more optimistic approach in the literature. Several researchers
mentioned that new technologies can help people with disabilities to participate more
equally in society. When talking about »participation« in society, it is not really clear what
we might be participating in. It is still open to debate what »participation« actually is.
However, it gives a sense of being a part of the society with joining in, or identifying with
the social world. If we want to identify the opposite of »social isolation«, we can call it
»social inclusion« (Haddon, 2000).
Many authors present an optimistic perspective towards contributing to equality and
social inclusion with new technologies, especially when talking about people with
disabilities. Bowe believed that people with disabilities can benefit greatly with the usage
of the new technologies, that is, if they are implemented successfully and available at a

1

Data from North America; can also be aplicable for some European and other countries. Yet, internet
penetration is still highly affected by the geographical location (Internet World Stats, 2017).
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reasonable cost, or for free (Bowe, 1993). A similar opinion was presented by Cullen
who stated that new technologies have the opportunity to open up channels of
communication and access to information to those who have previously been excluded
from full participation in the economic and social life. But again, it is stressed that this
can happen only if the adaptation of technology is adequate (Cullen, 2001). Assistive
technology could even allow many, currently unable to, to become a part of the working
economy (McNutt, 1998). There are many opportunities, and efforts, too, being made to
overcome some of the limitations on the access of the new media that are due to
disabilities. With the right implementation, there is the potential for people with disabilities
to use new technologies in its entirety (Rice, 2006).
The formation of web pages has changed significantly over the years, and is still
changing. What were once text-based documents, became media rich web pages that
enable a comprehensive experience while accepting user input and responding with
information. However, what has happened is that accessibility is often forgotten about
when dealing with visual and input requirements (Hall, 2009). What has become an
extremely satisfying experience to some, has simply left others with nothing but a blank
page. The information is packaged and sent, but often through a channel that is not
appropriately adapted and, therefore, cannot be opened on the side of the receiver.
Since the internet is becoming a major channel for the provision of services, the access
should be granted to everyone. Yet, since not all websites are built with accessibility
features, this can also lead to social exclusion and a negative economic impact (Action
64: Ensure the accessibility of public sector websites, 2017). Also, as we can see in the
»Web accessibility in the European Union« Chapter, many webpages are not sufficiently
adapted and, as such, not accessible for all users. Therefore, the opportunity of social
inclusion of people with disabilities with the use of ICT is many times lost.

2.3

The Blind and the Visually Impaired

Visual function consists of categories 1–5 of visual loss according to the International
Classification of Diseases (ICD) where:
 blindness (categories 3–5) is defined as visual acuity of less than 3/60, or
corresponding visual field loss to less than 10 degrees in the better eye;
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 low vision (categories 1 and 2) corresponds to visual acuity of less than 6/18, or
corresponding visual field loss to less than 20 degrees in the better eye;
 visual impairment includes low vision, as well as blindness (Resnikoff, 2004).
This classification was used in the World Health Organization (WHO) studies that we
present here, or the used classifications were directly replaceable with the ICD ranges.
The 2017 data set out from WHO indicates that there are 253 million people worldwide
estimated to be visually impaired, out of which 36 million are blind and 217 have low
vision. About 81% of the people who are visually impaired are aged 50 or older. In many
countries, the elderly population is constantly increasing, and, so, more and more people
are at risk of visual impairment due to chronic eye diseases and the ageing processes
(WHO, 2017). A study made by WHO in 7 European countries2 indicated that there are
6.4 million people estimated to be visually impaired, out of which 0.9 million are blind and
5.4 million have low vision. The percentage of people with blindness is 0.2%, and of
people with low vision 1.3% of the population in the referenced countries (Resnikoff,
2004).
The old-aged people (65 years and older) presented 8.3% of the world population and
19.2% of the European Union population in 2015. Based on the medium fertility
projections, the rate of the old-aged people in the world’s population will rise to 16%,
and, in the European Union, to 29.8% by the year of 2050 (European Environment
Agency, 2016).

2.3.1

Perception of the Blind and the Visually Impaired

Based on the research (Politzer, 2008), people who are able to use all of their senses
are estimated to gain from 80% to 85% of their perception through vision. Therefore, it
can be said that most of us live in a highly visual world where a lot of information is
presented and perceived through sight. Kermauner stated that, even if people cannot
use all senses, they are able to form a credible representation of the world around them.
Thus, we cannot say that the world structured with all senses is much more real than the
one is structured with one or more senses missing.

2

The countries for which the data is used are: Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Netherlands and
the United Kingdom.
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The blind can develop other senses to the certain extent when they can partially replace
the missing sight. Hearing, as a distant sense, and touch, as a contact sense, are the
main senses through which the blind obtain information about the world around them
(Hersh, 2008). The blind use the sense of touch to read Braille and other tactile
recognizable elements, or to recognize certain objects. Hence, they can develop a much
better hearing and recognize certain objects with the help of it.
There are different levels of blindness and low (poor) vision. For example, some blind
people can distinguish between light and darkness. Figure 1 presents four types of low
(poor) vision and a representation of how a person with different visual impairment views
the world.

Figure 1: View of a person with age related macular degeneration (a.), cataract (b.),
glaucoma (c.) and diabetic retinopathy (d.) (Diopta, 2018)
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2.4

Museum Visits for the Blind and the Visually
Impaired

Museums and other cultural institutions are constantly searching for new ways of
providing better experience for the visitors, among other ways with the use of different
modern technologies. Many museums have already implemented digital screens,
different multimedia visualizations on different devices, use of audio guides and so on
(Othman, 2013). Audio guides, in particular, are a very common way of providing
additional information in the museums. Lately, audio guides are upgraded with different
applications that can be used on smart phones or tablets. Users can access the audio
guide with their device, either by downloading the application, or by using web based
one.
Museum programs for the blind and the visually impaired roughly fall into the categories
of verbal description tours and touch tours. Verbal descriptions can be accessible on
audio guide or mobile application, yet the most common practice is that the tour guide
describes art to the people who cannot see it. Some museums offer tactile elements, so
people can touch either original works of art, or models, or objects that are in a way
related to the visual material. When the museum is made accessible, it is necessary to
think about the achievement of the intended goals. A new relationship with the blind and
the visually impaired who stopped going to museums needs to be formed, and,
moreover, to attract those who have felt unwelcomed before, or have never visited a
museum at all (Levent, 2013).
One way of making museums more accessible is an appropriate usage of ICT. It can
help various groups of people with different disabilities to access the information and the
knowledge the museum presents.
Like other EU museums, museums in Slovenia are trying to modernize, too. There are
different implications that museums are being adapted in order to get closer to the public.
Some of them are showing a tendency towards making museums more accessible for
visitors with different limitations, too. Elements are added to the exhibitions which, to
different visitors, offer a museum experience and transfer of knowledge. More about this
issue can be found in the experimental part of the thesis (4.1.1, pp. 28).
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2.4.1

Descriptive Guides for Museum Visits

Verbal description is a way of describing visual world with words in order to enable the
blind or the visually impaired to form a mental image of what they cannot see (Salzhauer,
2003). Audio description is defined as: »a service for the blind and visually impaired that
renders Visual Arts and Media accessible to this target group. It offers a verbal
description of the relevant (visual) components of a work of art or media product«
(Remael, 2018). Some definitions use a narrower interpretation of an audio description
that focuses mainly on audiovisual media (Orero, 2005). One form of an Audio
description is a Descriptive guide, which can be used for museum visits, cultural venues
and/or heritage sites, among others. Descriptive guides »comprise of a variety of texts
that may be rendered in writing or (oral) speech, presented in digital format on equipment
such as audio guides, or provided by human guides during the visit« (Neves, 2018).
Guidelines for verbal description differ depending on the material to be described. Some
of the guidelines distinguish between different categories that can be put into three
groups: (a) audio description for films, (b) audio description for theatre and other live
performances and (c) audio guides for visits to buildings, museums and natural sites
(Vercauteren, 2007, Neves, 2018). Some other guidelines focus only on one of the
topics, and some are general guidelines for all of the topics at once. However, this is
quite difficult because each is defined by different limitations.
People with visual impairment can benefit greatly with adequate audio descriptions of all
visual things. Audio descriptions should have structured guidelines on the technique in
order to serve its purpose. There are some organizations that made their own guidelines
(e.g. American Council of the Blind, Media Access Group at WGBH, Independent
Television Commission), and some countries that have their own official guidelines (e.g.
Spain and the United Kingdom). Nonetheless, there are no official guidelines on a wider
level, for example in the European Union.
In a museum, a descriptive guide can enhance the experience of a blind visitor. Still, we
must be aware that a descriptive guide, like the other forms of audio guides, is only a
part of a multisensory experience. People visit a certain place to experience what it has
to offer, not only to engage with the mediators. A descriptive guide provides additional
value to the visit and it cannot be the experience itself. It offers the best encounter if it
provides valuable information, while it almost goes unnoticed (Neves, 2018). Audio
guides are a common practice in museums and they are used by the blind and the
9

sighted visitors, as well. Nevertheless, audio descriptions are primarily meant for the
blind can enhance the experience for the sighted as well. They help people truly notice
and appreciate different aspects of visual events and give them another dimension
(Snyder, 2005).
Before creating a descriptive guide, there are several things to take into consideration,
so that the guide would be as accurate and clear as possible, while, at the same time,
entertaining. Answering the following questions will help us with the making of the usable
guide: (1) Will guidance be done by a human or will a descriptive guide be recorded?;
(2) What will we describe?; (3) Is the listener »inside« the place that is being described,
near or far an object?; (4) Is there a wide or narrow context around the object or a place?;
(5) What features are relevant and what makes it special?; (6) What is the main purpose
of description – to gain an overview, to create a visual image, to visualize details, to find
the way, to learn to explore etc.?; (7) Will the descriptions be simple and objective,
narrative or interpretative? (Neves, 2018).

2.4.2

Descriptive Guides’ Guidelines for Museum Visits

Bellow follow the guidelines for designing Descriptive Guides according to Neves
(Neves, 2018) and Salzhauer (Salzhauer, 2003). These guidelines are appropriate to
use for exhibitions, such as museums.
Standard information
 The collection needs to be placed into context with matching facts, such as theme,
age, provenience, type of exhibits etc.
 The listener needs to be “taken” around the exhibition by sectioning it into logical
parts.
 Important and special features need to be highlighted by adding interesting and
relevant details.
 Facts are important, but they should be intertwined with descriptions in a way to
bring facts to life.
 Descriptions should go from general to specific.
 A single audio stop for each exhibit must not be too long (1–2 minutes).
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 Preparing various descriptive guides with different lengths and degrees of detail
offers the user to decide how much they want to discover by themselves (Neves,
2018).
Relation to the already-known
 The described objects should be related to the other pieces of the exhibition, and
to other well-known objects, too (Neves, 2018).
 Visual forms difficult to imagine for a blind individual can be described with a wellchosen analogy from everyone’s common experience (e.g. some cubist paintings
can be compared to a shattered bottle whose pieces have been put in different
positions) (Salzhauer, 2003).
Form and color
 If the size of the object is important, it needs to be pointed out, and, if possible,
compared to a known object.
 Color tones and the mood or atmosphere of the art work needs to be described.
 Information on the technique and medium should be included. Still, this kind of
information can be very technical (Salzhauer, 2003).
Orienting the viewer
 The user needs to be aware where a certain element is positioned in the work and
where different works are positioned in relation to each other. A good way to
provide a sense of direction is using the position of the numbers on the clock (e.g.
»at twelve o’clock« means »on top«).
 Terms such as left and right can be ambiguous and needs to be qualified weather
we talk from a viewer’s point of view or the work’s (Salzhauer, 2003).
Specific and vivid language
 Language used should be clear, simple and direct. Ambiguous and figurative
language must be avoided. For instance, »light falls on an object« has no meaning
for a blind individual.
 Provide vivid, particularized and diverse description, after the general idea of the
work is given (Salzhauer, 2003).
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Referring to other senses
 Visual experience can be sometimes translated into other senses. Touch and
hearing can construct highly detailed impressions of a certain work (referring to the
sense of touch can help describing the surface of a sculpture).
 Using different sounds is a good auditory analogue of a visual work of art
(Salzhauer, 2003).
Understanding through imitation
 When describing a pose of a figure, a good technique is to give instructions that
help the visitor mimic the pose. Everyone is aware of their own body and this
actively provides a concrete way of understanding some difficult poses (e.g. place
your feet about two feet apart and put your right leg forward, and so on) (Salzhauer,
2003).
Describing tactile objects


It needs to be clearly stated if the object to be touched is either a real exhibit
piece, a replica, a model, etc.



The person needs to be able to explore the exhibited object while listening to the
description. It needs to be clear where the exhibit piece is in relation to the person
and where the hands are to be placed before the exploration begins.



The instructions where to put the hands need to be systematic while explaining
the details of the exhibit piece, such as forms and textures.



The exhibited piece needs to be related to reality by mentioning how it was used
(Neves, 2018).

2.5

Overview of Applications for the Blind and the
Visually Impaired

There are many different applications available that help the blind and the visually
impaired in their everyday lives. Two of the most commonly used applications are
TapTapSee (CamFind, USA), using which the user can take a picture of a nearby object
and the application identifies it (describes) out loud (TapTapSee, 2018), and BlindSquare
(MIPsoft, India), which is a GPS application designed in order to help the blind and the
visually impaired with navigation (BlindSquare, 2018).
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Some museums provide applications that are either made especially for the blind and
the visually impaired, or are suitable to be used for the sighted and as and the visually
impaired. One of the latter is used in the Guggenheim museum in New York. It is a
multimedia guide that provides information about the exhibitions in the museum for the
blind and the visually impaired visitors. It provides information about the exhibited
objects, but not about wayfinding (Guggenheim, 2018).
One of the first solutions to implement a context-aware guide application to a museum
was the Hippie’s app (Oppermann, 1999), on which the audio comments were generated
automatically, based on the closest displayed object. This is possible if the architecture
of the museum itself is appropriate for the solution, since some objects could be far away
from the visitor, or the visitor might be interested in another object.
Bellotti and others (Bellotti, 2006) made and tested a guide for the visually impaired
based on RFID technology, enabling the user to attain additional information about the
most important parts of the exhibition that have an RFID tag. Based on the users’
feedback, the guide was useful, but it did not let them choose the information that they
were interested in.
There are different ways how museums and other institutions try to enable a better
experience for the blind and the visually impaired with the help of applications. The next
chapter presents the basic requirements these kinds of applications should meet.

2.5.1

Features of Applications for the Blind and the Visually Impaired

When designing an audio application for the blind and the visually impaired, commands
present the main problem. Most systems do not apply technologies, which would
recognize the context of the environment, so the whole burden of option is left for the
user.
Context-aware system is defined as the one that »adapts according to its location of use,
the collection of nearby people and objects, as well as changes to those objects over
time« or as one that »uses context to provide relevant information and/or services to the
user, where relevancy depends on the user’s task« (Hakansoon, 2008).
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Nonetheless, in many cases, when systems are context aware, they automatically
exclude the information presumed that has no interest by the user. It is also common
that the system offers an overload of information and does not allow the user to make
wanted choices. Aoki and Woodruff emphasized that a proper balance between the
automated context aware system and the manual input of application commands is
needed (Aoki, 2000).
Some visitors might want to have the access to the information about the objects that
can be seen in a museum after the visit. Spinazze, Gay and Stefanone explained that
audio guides on smart phones contribute to a more efficient and faster learning and, at
the same time, encourage further interaction with cultural content, since everyone has
access to them on their phones (Spinazze, 2002). Moreover, the content could be
available to users even after having left the museum. It would be beneficial to the users
if they can bookmark their favourite objects as they move through the facility (Smith,
2009). In this way, they are able to easily access information once they are back home.
They have the opportunity to listen to the information again, or to finish listening if they
didn't finish some parts during the visit.
An audio application can, at the same time, provide the information about the displayed
objects, and, also, serve as a device to help people move around the museum and find
desired objects. It is even more important to do so when the guide is primarily meant to
be used by the visually impaired. They can experience even greater difficulties while
moving around a certain facility. In case when a user discovers objects of potential
interest, they should also be able to locate those objects inside the facility. The object’s
locations should be put on a map where paths should be clearly defined. For everything
to work together, the device itself should be aware of the location (Smith, 2009).
An important part of the museum guide applications is the additional education that the
visitor receives. However, experts emphasize that the feeling of space plays an important
role, too. Visual or audio guides should not intrude and stand out in the museums, but
should, instead, become a part of them and should use as little of the visitors’ attention
as possible. When working with the blind and the visually impaired users, all of this
becomes even more important, since the use of the application is supposed to help them
achieve the sense of the space and meaning of the displayed objects.
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2.5.2

Web Accessibility

Web accessibility has already been described by definitions several times, also by
standards, guidelines, and notable statements. One of the latter is stated by BernersLee: »As we move towards a highly connected world, it is critical that the Web be usable
by anyone, regardless of individual capabilities and disabilities« (Berners-Lee, 1997).

According to the standard ISO 9241-171, accessibility is »the usability of a product,
service, environment or facility by people with the widest range of capabilities«
(Accessibility guidelines for information/communication technology (ICT) equipment and
services, 2008).
The World Wide Web Consortium (W3C)’s Web Accessibility Initiative (WAI) guidelines
address accessibility as »discriminatory aspects related to the equivalent user
experience for the people with disabilities, including the people with age-related
impairments. For the web, accessibility means that the people with disabilities can
perceive, understand, navigate, and interact with websites and tools, and that they can
contribute equally without barriers« (Accessibility, Usability, and Inclusion: Related
Aspects of a Web for All, 2016).
Despite many different interpretations, there is no widely agreed definition on web
accessibility. Petrie et al. reviewed 50 of the available definitions on web accessibility.
Based on frequently expressed concepts, they shaped a unified definition of web
accessibility: »all people, particularly disabled and older people, can use websites in a
range of contexts of use, including mainstream and assistive technologies; to achieve
this, websites need to be designed and developed to support usability across these
contexts« (Petrie, 2015).

2.5.2.1

Web Accessibility in the European Union

The European Union recognized eAccessibility, as well as web accessibility in particular,
as an important part of disability, ageing, equality, internal market and the eGovernment
policy. Since the mid-1990s, the European Union (EU) has become more dedicated to
developing a policy, which focuses on non-discrimination for the people with disabilities.
This became official in the 1999 with the adoption of Article 13 of the Amsterdam Treaty,
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where it was written that it is prohibited to discriminate on the grounds of disability. In
2005, the European Commission (EC) adopted a Communication on eAccessibility,
which encouraged Member States to promote accessibility of ICT, especially for the
people with disabilities and the elderly. Moreover, in 2005, the EC started to develop the
eAccessibility standards to remove barriers of participation in information society by
persons with disabilities and the elderly. European Standardisation Organisations
(ESOs) were mandated to develop these standards. In 2014, the first European Standard
for accessible ICT, »EN 301 549 – Accessibility requirements for public procurement of
ICT products and services in Europe«, was published (Laurin, 2014). The standard is
especially intended for making procurement process in the public sector accessible to
everyone. The aim is that everyone can access information and use electronic services,
either directly or through compatibility with assistive technologies. The standard can also
be applied in other context, such as in the private sector (New European Standard on
accessibility requirements for public procurement of ICT products and services).

2.5.2.2

Current state of Web accessibility

In 2008, the Riga Ministerial Declaration was published, which indicated that all public
websites should ensure accessibility by 2010. Because of this, what additionally became
important was to monitor public websites in the EU (Laurin, 2014). The study undertaken
previously, and to which they referenced to, was the MEAC study, published in 2008. It
showed that the accessibility of the public and the sectoral/commercial websites in the
EU was very low – 8.2% of the websites were rated accessible based on automated
testing, and just 2.6% based on manual testing. The percentage was even lower for the
sectoral/commercial websites (e.g. railways, TV, newspapers, retail banking) (MeAC –
Measuring Progress of eAccessibility in Europe, 2008). There were several other testings
done later, such as the MEAC II study (2009–2010) and the study of progress towards
the implementation of the WCAG 2.0 web accessibility guidelines in the Member states
(2009) (Laurin, 2014). In 2013, the MEAC III study was published by the EC, which made
a comparison between 27 EU countries and 4 other countries (Norway, Australia,
Canada and the United States (US)). The target sample for each of the 31 countries in
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this study was 12 websites that included 9 public websites3 and 3 sectoral websites4.
The results showed that the EU countries score lower than the other 4, both in sectorial
and public websites. However, some of the EU countries also scored higher than the
compared countries. The average score for the EU countries was just above 50% of the
score for full accessibility for the public sites and just below 50% for the sectoral sites.
Out of different types of sites, the main government sites score the highest, while the
bank and the newspaper sites score the lowest. The study showed that there had been
a progress in recent years, and many of the EU countries now have some sort of
obligation or policy in order to provide accessibility of the public websites. However, there
are still a lot of opportunities for improvement in web accessibility (Kubitschke, 2013).
The EC has adopted the 2010–2020 European Disability Strategy in 2010 in order to
provide a barrier-free Europe. One of the eight areas for action is accessibility. Regarding
this issue, it is written that the accessibility is a precondition for the participation in the
society, as well as in the economy. Legislative and other instruments, such as
standardization, should be used in order to optimize the accessibility of ICT, among
others. Ensuring the accessibility of products and services was already proven to be very
effective in the US, based on the use of public procurement (the 2010–2020 European
Disability Strategy). The European Parliament accepted a directive on October 26, 2016,
the goal of which was to ensure that the websites and the mobile apps of the public
sector bodies in the EU become more accessible. This is to ensure that people with
disabilities – especially visual and hearing impairment – will have equal access to the
websites and the mobile applications of the public services. A directive also refers to
standards in order to make websites and mobile apps more accessible, such as providing
text for an image, or possibility to browse websites without the use of a mouse (Directive
(EU) of the European Parliament and of the Council on the accessibility of the websites
and the mobile applications of the public sector bodies, 2016).

3

Public websites included: main government portal, support of citizens re personal income tax, job seeker
support services provided by the public employment service, support of citizens re publicly paid
unemployment benefits, support of citizens re personal documents: passports, support of citizens re
registering a car, public libraries, publicly financed support for higher education students, and notification of
change of residents.
4

Sectoral websites included: main national daily newspaper, main retail bank operating in the country, and
main national railway service operating in the country.
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2.5.2.3

Web Accessibility Principles

The level of web accessibility depends on several different components of web
development and interaction. The World Wide Web Consortium (W3C)’s Web
Accessibility Initiative (WAI) attempted to make the Web more accessible. It provides
guidelines for many different components. We shall focus on the content part with the
Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG), which are also adopted by the EU.
WCAG 2.0 guidelines follow 4 basic principles. It states that web sites should be:
(1) Perceivable – information and user interface components must be provided with
appropriate alternatives;
(2) Operable – all functionalities should be available from a keyboard, users should
have enough time and be able to navigate and easily determine where they are,
content should not be designed in a way that is known to cause seizures;
(3) Understandable – text content must be readable, web pages must operate
predictably, inputs should work in a way to minimize mistakes; and
(4) Robust – there must be maximal compatibility with current and future user agents,
including assistive technologies (WCAG 2.0, 2008).

2.5.2.4

Web Accessibility Guidelines for the Mobile

Hereinafter we shall emphasize the guidelines important for the development of our
application; therefore, address applications usage by the blind and the visually impaired.
There are many other guidelines that are available on the W3C webpage. Here, we focus
only on the ones that we might need for our further work.
Related to principle 1 – perceivable:
 Text alternatives added in the “alt” tag should be available for any non-text content
(Figure 1Figure 2).

<img src="sunset.jpg" alt="picture of a
sunset">

Figure 2: HTML code for »alt« tag text alternative example
 Browser pinch zoom should not be blocked so that content can be resizable up to
200 percent. Browser pinch zoom is most usable when the text is resizable without
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requiring additional horizontal movements. Another option is to provide on-page
controls to change text size.
 Contrast of at least 7:1 (or 4.5:1 for large-scale text) should be enabled. Contrast
ratio can be calculated or checked on webpages which serve this purpose (e.g.
Snook.ca).
Related to principle 2 – operable:
 Touch targets should be at least 9 mm high and 9 mm wide and surrounded by at
least a small sized inactive space. Length of links and buttons should be of the
viewport width.
 Input gestures in applications should be as easy as possible to perform in order for
screen readers replacing direct touch with a process of focusing and activating
elements, to work correctly.
 Some alternative features for simulating the device, such as shakes and tilts, can
cause problems for some users. If they are implemented, there should always be
a keyboard alternative control option.
Related to principle 3 – understandable:
 Both portrait screen orientation and landscape screen orientation should be
supported. If it is not possible to support both, assistive technology, such as screen
readers, should be able to detect changes in orientation.
 Important page elements should be positioned before the scroll.
 When a link has both a text and iconic representation, they should both be
contained within the same actionable element. In the example link, there is an icon
and a text, and the icon is also provided with an alternative text (Figure 3).

<a href="home.html">
<img src="icon.gif" alt="home page icon">
Home page
</a>

Figure 3: HTML code for text and iconic representation in a link example
 Actionable elements should be clearly distinguished from non-actionable
elements. This can be done by a text label for an action, and, additionally, by
shape, color, style, positioning and iconography.
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 Using custom gestures that users are not used to can be a challenge for certain
people. If they are used, there should be instructions available, and they should be
easily discoverable and accessible.
Related to principle 4 – robust:
 Virtual keyboard should be set to the type of data entry required (e.g. it shows only
numbers when input requires numbers).
 Text entries should be reduced to minimal amount since they can be difficult in
certain circumstances. If possible, it is better to use menus, radio buttons, check
boxes or automatic entries (Mobile Accessibility: How WCAG 2.0 and Other
W3C/WAI Guidelines Apply to Mobile, 2015).

2.5.3

User-Centered Design

User-Centered Design (UCD) is a philosophy and a variety of methods that involve the
user in the design process. In this way, the users themselves can influence on the making
of the final design. End-users, their wants and needs, are put at the center of different
stages of the design and the development process. The role of the designer is to make
sure that the users are able to perform the tasks as intended and to use the product
without a long learning curve (Abras, 2004). Figure 4 shows the phases of UCD.

Figure 4: Phases of UCD (User-Centered Design Basics, 2018)
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As we can see on Figure 4, the general phases of the UCD process specify the context
of use, specifying requirements, creating design solutions and evaluating the designs
(User-Centered Design Basics, 2018). All of the phases are connected in an iterative
process.
The standard that describes UCD is known as ISO 9241-210: Human-centered design
for interactive systems. The principles that ensure a user-centered design are:
 The design of a product should be based on a clear understanding of users, their
tasks and context of use.
 Users should be actively involved in the project development process.
 Users’ feedback should be taken into account in order to make the product that
reaches users’ needs and desires.
 The design process should be iterative.
 The design should focus on the entire user experience.
 The project team should cover multidisciplinary skills and perspectives with team
members that come from different areas (Human-centered design for interactive
systems, 2010).

2.5.3.1

Data Gathering Techniques in UCD

An important part of UCD is data gathering in the requirements and evaluation activities.
The purpose of data gathering in order to establish requirements is to collect sufficient,
accurate, and relevant data, based on which relevant requirements can be developed.
In the evaluation process, data gathering provides us with an insight of users' reactions
and performance with the final product or its prototype. The three main techniques for
data gathering are: interviews, questionnaires, and observation. This is a small set of
basic techniques, yet they are very much flexible and can be combined and extended in
different ways, which offers a variety of data gathering techniques. It is important not to
focus on just one technique, but to use them in the combination that will provide the most
relevant and useful results, avoiding biases as much as possible (Rogers, 2011).
There are several data gathering technique possibilities based on interviews,
questionnaires, and observation. Some of the many options are: contextual inquiry,
artifact walkthrough and naturalistic usability evaluation (Dray, 2007). More information
about contextual inquiry can be found in the next chapter.
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2.5.3.2

Contextual Inquiry

The Usability Professionals’ Association’s Usability Body of Knowledge defines a
research method of contextual inquiry as follows: »Contextual inquiry is a semistructured interview method to obtain information about the context of use, where users
are first asked a set of standard questions and then observed and questioned while they
work in their own environments.« The positive aspect of the contextual inquiry is that it
is based on a set of principles that allows it to be molded in different situations. It is
generally used in the beginning of the design process and it is useful for obtaining data
about the work practices, the social, technical, and physical environments, and the user
tools, as well. Moreover, the gathered information is more realistic, because the study is
conducted in the natural environment in contrast to the laboratory collected data
(Usability Body of Knowledge, 2017).
Contextual inquiry process regarding users’ requirements is made out of the following
steps:
(1) A semi-structured interview should be made before the execution of the
observation session. It should be short and should have a discussion form with
the purpose to get to know the user and the main aspects of their work.
(2) The next step is the observation session. The user should use the device in a
way that they normally do with a researcher observing them (Fouskas, 2002).
(3) The final step is the wrap up step, when the researcher double-checks
hypothesis made while observing. It is important to do this while still on-site with
the participant; otherwise misinterpretation could lead to failed design
implications and ideas (Martin, 2012).
More information about guidelines for planning a data gathering session, and for
performing a data gathering session with the blind and the visually impaired can be found
in Appendix A, p. 74, and in Appendix B, p. 75.
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3

EXPERIMENTAL PART

For more accessible way in the Museum of Post and Telecommunications in Polhov
Gradec, Slovenia our goal was to develop an audio application. The application is
intended to be accessible to be used for all visitors. However, in this thesis, we focus
mostly on the blind and the visually impaired visitors, yet we also give indications for
other visitors as well. The application shall enable a more independent museum visit and
provide additional information about the exhibits using visual descriptions. In this way, it
will ensure an improved experience during the visit.
According to the fact that the development of the audio application is very complicated
and time consuming, this work presents the theoretical part of the audio guide
development and its design, which will be, in practice, finished and implemented
(hopefully) by the end of 2019.
A deep understanding of the blind and the visually impaired is necessary if we want to
design a product that will meet their needs. Due to this fact, we have made quantitative
and qualitative research with the blind and the visually impaired to understand their
experiences and expectations of museum visits, their use of technology and, more
specifically, how they interact with smartphones. Also, we did a preliminary research of
the current state in Slovenian museums regarding accessibility for the blind and the
visually impaired visitors.

3.1

Research Methodology

The research part of the thesis consists of three parts – preliminary research, qualitative
research and quantitative research. Detailed descriptions of their methodology are
presented in continuation.
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3.1.1

Preliminary Research

Preliminary research was conducted for the purpose of recognizing the current situation
in Slovenian museums and their accessibility for the blind and the visually impaired.
The objective was to establish whether and in what way museums in Slovenia are
adapted for the blind and the visually impaired visitors. Furthermore, we wanted to
discover if there have been any audio applications already used in some of the
museums, and what applications they use.
We made a list of all museums in Slovenia, and their collections as well, if those
represent separate entities (all together 73). We examined all museums' websites and
browsed the web to get information about accessibility for the blind and the visually
impaired in the museums. Moreover, we conducted some telephone interviews, too.
Web information search was performed between January 4, 2018 and January 15, 2018.
Museums that had some information about the accessibility on their webpage, or this
information was found on other webpages, were marked. Later, we contacted these
museums by phone to ask them about specifics of accessibility for the blind and the
visually impaired visitors. There is a possibility that there are other museums in Slovenia
that have some kind of adjustments made for the blind and the visually impaired visitors,
but, since that information was not presented on the web, we were not able to find them.

3.1.2

Quantitative Research

In the quantitative research we made a questionnaire, containing 8 open-ended and 2
demographic questions, and sent it to the blind and the visually impaired. We asked the
respondents for the purpose of them using a smart phone, what applications they use,
did their smartphone make their lives easier, how often are they using the computer and
the smartphone, and which of the two they prefer.
The questionnaire can be found in Appendix C, p. 76.
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3.1.3

Qualitative Research of Contextual Inquiry

The third part was the qualitative research. We made personal interviews with 7 blind
people. Their demographic data is presented in Table 1.
The interviews were made between January 18, 2018 and February 1, 2018. The length
of the interviews differed – from half an hour to an hour. We used the method of
contextual inquiry.
Firstly, we talked with the interviewees in a relaxed form while still following previously
prepared questions. Afterwards, we asked the interviewees to show us some of the tasks
they usually perform on their smartphones, and, also, to show us some of the
applications they use. We asked the interviewees who use applications for navigation to
show us how they use them in context, of course, if possible.
The framework of the questionnaire can be found in Appendix D, p. 77.
Table 1: Demographics for qualitative research

3.2
3.2.1

Interviewee No.

Gender

Age

1

male

20

2

female

22

3

male

34

4

female

37

5

male

38

6

male

42

7

male

51

Defining Requirements of Audio Application
Identification of Target Audience

For the purpose of making an application, it is necessary, at the very beginning, to identify
the target audience in order to meet their actual needs. We have done our best to focus
on a broad proportion of the population, trying to meet the needs of the blind and the
visually impaired, as well as the sighted and additionally the unable-to-hear visitors. What
is common to the target audience is that they are all visitors of the museum.
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3.2.2

Audio Application Requirements

Based on the previously done research and the information collected through our
research, we needed to define a series of requirements that would be useful for our
further steps when designing an audio application. These series of requirements were:
 user requirements,
 functional requirements and
 usability requirements.
The requirements are further elaborated in Chapter 4.2.2, p. 50.

3.2.3

Audio Application Usability

For defining and setting all possible usability variations of the audio application, we
needed to define all possible scenarios. These needed to include visitors’ versions of
assessing the information either in the museum or before or after the visit.

3.2.4

Defining Audio Application Museum Path

The Museum of Post and Telecommunications in Polhov Gradec, Slovenia, contains two
collections – History of Post and History of Telecommunications. This museum is the first
in Slovenia, as well as the sixth in Europe which is almost fully adapted to the blind and
the visually impaired (it misses an audio guide). Some exhibited objects are available as
tactile objects for the blind and the visually impaired. There are also floor markings and
several tactile maps for easier navigation. Short content descriptions regarding the
exhibited objects are added in Braille. Beside the already mentioned, there are some
sound elements added, too.
In the museum, there was a need to determine the position of “audio stops”. The position
of audio stops was determined together with the museum’s management. Each audio
stop is placed at a certain exhibit, about which a description will be available in the audio
application. There will be a general and a visual description available. Audio stops are
located at points with adaptations made for the blind and the visually impaired visitors
(e.g. a tactile object). The positions of the audio stops were set as arranged with the
museum’s management.
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The audio application can, alongside with the short description of the exhibited object,
give information about the position and instructions how to touch the object. In this way,
it provides an improved experience for the blind and the visually impaired visitors.
A specific audio guide text that will contain information about exhibited objects, as well
as visual description of the objects for the blind and the visually impaired will be prepared
by the museum. In the first edition of the application, there will be 14 audio stops
available, with a possibility to add more with upgrades.

3.3

Process Modeling of Audio Application

A process model describes how a system works. We have made Data Flow Diagrams in
order to identify all processes, external entities and data flows. It shows us how
information flows through the system and how the processes and the external entities
are connected among each other. This process will help us with the design of the
application. It showed us an overview of the system without going into specific details.
Data Flow Diagrams can be found in Chapter 4.3, p. 54.

3.4

Designing and Prototyping

We first started the process of designing and prototyping with the sketches made on
paper. Together with this process, we identified all the needed screens for audio
application. We continued with making a low-fidelity prototype with the Axure PR
software (Axure Software Solutions, Inc., USA). With this software, we did wireframes of
all the needed screens.
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4

4.1

RESULTS AND DISCUSION

Results of the Research

In order to be able to design a useful product – audio application that will answer users’
needs, e.g. specifically the blind and the visually impaired, as well as other potential
users, we have made three research steps.
Firstly, we wanted to discover what kind of adaptations and audio applications are
already available in Slovenian museums. Secondly, we have performed a quantitative
research; and, thirdly, we have made a qualitative research with the blind and the visually
impaired in order to understand better the way they interact with devices. The results are
presented in the continuation.

4.1.1

Preliminary Research Results

We have discovered that there are 14 museums in Slovenia that have some sort of
adaptation for the blind and the visually impaired. The scope of adaptations differs. Some
of the adaptations that are available are tactile objects, tags, guides or brochures in
Braille, additional materials for the blind and the partially sighted, tactile maps, floor
markings, larger signs or indicators, magnifying glass, and sound elements.
There are also 16 museums in Slovenia that use Nexto guide application, which is also
accessible for the blind and the visually impaired, but there are no special adaptations
for them. There is only one museum in Slovenia that offers an audio guide with visual
descriptions and is, therefore, especially adapted for the blind and the visually impaired
visitors.

4.1.1.1

Accessibility of Slovenian Museums for the Blind and the Visually
Impaired

There are 14 museums in Slovenia that have some sort of adaptation in the museum for
the blind and the visually impaired visitors. Eight of those museums present tactile
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objects for the blind and the visually impaired, and seven have some sort of additional
material available for them. Six museums offer tactile maps, five have floor markings for
easier navigation of the blind and the visually impaired, and three museums have larger
signs for the visually impaired, or some type of indicators. Eight museums display some
sort of information (usually labels for the objects presented) in Braille, and five offer a
guide or brochure in Braille. Two museums give an option magnifying glass to be used,
and two use some kind of sound elements (Figure 5).

Touchable objects for the blind and visually
impaired

8

Braille

8

Additional material for the blind and visually
impaired

7
6

Tactile maps
Guide / brochure in Braille

5

Floor markings for the blind and visually impaired

5

Larger signs / indicatiors for the blind and visually
impaired

3

Magnifying glass

2

Sound elements

2
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Number of museums

Figure 5: Accessibility of Slovenian museums for the blind and the visually impaired
There are different adaptations each of the museums has made. They are presented in
Table 2. Often, there are only certain exhibition objects available as tactile objects, or
only particular parts of the exhibitions.
Some museum spaces used to be temporarily adapted for the blind and the visually
impaired for the purposes of past temporary. In Maribor Art Gallery, there was an
exhibition adapted especially for the blind and the visually impaired visitors. In the
Slovenian Museum of Natural History, there were adaptations available for an exhibition,
and a strip cartoon was translated into Braille for that purpose. Moreover, exhibitions for
the blind and the visually impaired visitors in the Slovenian Theatre Institute and Sergej
Masera Maritime Museum of Piran are in the process of adaption.
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Table 2: Accessibility for the blind and the visually impaired of all Slovenian museums, presented individually
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4.1.1.2

Audio Applications Used in Slovenian Museums

Results have shown, that a single museum in Slovenia (the City museum of Ljubljana)
offers an adapted audio guide that is suitable especially for the blind and the visually
impaired visitors, since it offers visual descriptions of the objects. There are several
museums in Slovenia that offer audio guides, which can also be used by the blind and
the visually impaired visitors, although not specially adapted for them (Figure 6).

Museum guide mobile app
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visually impaired
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Figure 6: Audio guides used in Slovenian museums
There are 16 museums in Slovenia that use the Nexto audio guide mobile application
(Proxima, Slovenia) and none of the museums offer a mobile guide application that would
be especially adapted for the blind and the visually impaired. Museums that offer the use
of the Nexto application are: the City Museum of Ljubljana, Gorenjska museum, the
International Centre of Graphic Arts Ljubljana, Jakopič Gallery, the Maribor Regional
Museum, the Museum of Contemporary History of Slovenia, the Museum of Modern Art
in Ljubljana, the National Gallery of Slovenia, the National Museum of Slovenia –
Prešernova, Notranjska Museum, the Regional Museum Ptuj-Ormož, the Slovenian
Ethnographic Museum, the Slovenian Museum of Natural History, Snežnik castle, the
Technical Museum of Slovenia and the Idrija Municipal Museum.
Nexto application does not have any special adaptations for the blind and the visually
impaired, but is somewhat accessible with VoiceOver (iOS) and Talkback (Android), and,
therefore, can be used by the blind and the visually impaired visitors, as well as sighted
ones.
We used Google Accessibility Scanner tool (2018) to check how accessible the
application is. The tool works in a way that it points out which elements on the site are
not made accessible, providing propositions. The guidelines made by Google
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Accessibility Scanner cannot be taken for granted, and, for more accurate results, the
application should again be tested with real users. Google Accessibility Scanner found
14 propositions for a homepage, 5 propositions for a story page, 7 propositions for a map
view. The propositions are about low contrast of the text, element tags on the wrong
elements, wrong descriptions on element tags and sizes of touch elements.

4.1.2

Quantitative Research Results

In the quantitative research, we wanted to establish in what way the blind and the visually
impaired interact with mobile devices, and for what purposes they use them.
Thirteen interviewees participated in the research, 4 female and 9 male respondents,
among which 3 had low vision, while others were blind (Table 3). All of the responded
were using either a smart phone or a computer. They were asked to answer 7 open
ended questions regarding smart phone and computer usage (the questions are
presented in Appendix C, p. 76).
Table 3: Interviewees demographics and their usage of internet access devices either
by smart phone or by computer
Usage of internet access devices

Interviewee

smart phone

computer

female





blindness

male





21

blindness

male





4

22

blindness

male

5

25

blindness

female



6

31

low vision

female



7

34

blindness

male

8

34

low vision

male





9

38

blindness

male





10

40

blindness

male





11

47

low vision

female





12

48

blindness

male





13

51

blindness

male





No.

Age

Visual loss

Gender

1

18

blindness

2

20

3
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Results have shown that interviewees use their smart phones mainly for phone calls (12
of 13 respondents), text messages (11 respondents) and applications (11 respondents).
Quite some respondents use mobile devices for web browsing (9 respondents) and
navigation (9 respondents).
Regarded the results presented, we need to have in mind that the test group was small,
and, therefore, we cannot generalize them to the population. However, we can get a
general idea about the specifics of the blind users in Slovenia.
When comparing the experience of using the web on a smart phone or a desktop
computer, there is a slight inclination towards desktop computers. Seven respondents
prefer using a desktop computer, four respondents like to use both or prefer the former
or the latter, depending on the task they perform, and two respondents prefer using a
smart phone. This is so mostly because they are more used to a desktop computer, or
because they like using the Braille tab and keyboard. Some prefer to use desktop
computer for more advanced web browsing. However, the two respondents who prefer
using a smart phone stated that it is so, because they find it more practical.
We discovered that most of the people who actively use a smart phone find it helpful in
everyday activities, making them easier (8 respondents out of 11 that use a smart
phone). Many of them mentioned that they are more independent with the help of their
phone and applications they can use. This was also confirmed in our contextual inquiry
research, where all 7 interviewees were active users of smart phones, and all of them
mentioned several activities that they can now do independently, because of the help of
their phone and applications. Some of these activities have the function of easier
navigation and transportation, as well as provide the possibility for the application to read
a written text aloud, or to describe an image the user takes etc.
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4.1.2.1

Purpose for Phone Usage

We wanted to find out what are the main reasons why respondents use their phones.
The question was: »What purpose do you use your phone for: phone calls, text
messages, web browsing, navigation, applications or other?«. We obtained the following
results presented in Figure 7.

Phone calls

92%

Text messages

85%

Applications

85%

Web browsing

69%

Navigation

69%
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90%

100%

Percentage of respondents

Figure 7: Usage of smart phones
As we can see, most of the respondents use their phones to make phone calls (12
respondents). The second most used functions are sending text messages (11
respondents) and using applications (11 respondents). Little less respondents, but still
more than a half (9) use their phone for web browsing and navigation.
Furthermore, we were interested weather the phone usage helps people with their
everyday lives and so we asked them »Does your phone help you with your everyday
activities and how?«. The results are presented in Figure 8.
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No answer
15%

No, it doesn't help me
8%
1 respondent

Yes, it helps me with
my life
62%

Partly yes, partly no
15%
2 respondents

Figure 8: Phone and everyday activities
Most of the respondents said that their phone helps them with their everyday activities
and everyday life (8 respondents). Many of them mentioned that are more independent
with the help of their phone, can navigate on their own, read text with the help of
applications, watch movies and so on.
Two participants said that the phone partly helps them. One didn't give the reason,
and another responded said that he is using his phone mostly for entertainment
(watching movies and reading books).
One respondent said that the phone doesn't help him with his everyday activities
because he uses it only for making phone calls and sending text messages.
Two respondents didn't answer the question.

4.1.2.2

Application Usage on Smart Phones

We also wanted to discover what applications people regularly use, so we asked them:
»What are the applications on your phone that you use regularly?«.
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Figure 9: Number of applications mentioned
Three respondents of those who use applications answered that they use 9 or more
applications (one mentioned 13 applications, one mentioned 12 applications and one
mentioned 9 applications).
Two respondents mentioned 6 applications, one respondent mentioned 5 applications
and one respondent mentioned 4 applications. Two respondents mentioned 3, two
mentioned 2 applications and two respondents don't use applications on their phone
at all.
Figure 10 presents the usage of different applications.
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Figure 10: Applications used regularly
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The most popular applications regularly used by the five respondents are the following:


Facebook;



Messenger;



Navigation (Moovit, Lazarillo, Navigon);



Transportation (LPP Bus, Prevozi).

Four respondents regularly use:


E-mail application;



Music player.

Two respondents regularly use the following applications:


Calendar;



Call and chat apps (Skype, Viber);



Health or sports apps;



Online television;



Siri;



Weather app;



YouTube.

One respondent mentioned using one of the following applications regularly:


Be my Eyes;



Book reader;



Calculator;



Camera;



Google;



Money Reader;



Office Suite;



Reminders;



Safari;



TapTapSee;



Time/date/alarm clock;



Video player;



Voice recorder.
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4.1.2.3

Internet Usage on a Computer and a Smart Phone

We were curious how often people use the web on their phones and how often on their
computers. We also wanted to discover on which device they prefer the experience of
browsing the web.
The results of the question: »How often do you use the Internet or Internet enabled
applications on your phone?« are presented in Figure 11.

Never
15%

A few times a month
8%

Several times a day
54%

A few times a week
15%

Once a day
8%

Figure 11: Internet usage on mobile phones
Seven respondents (54%) use the Internet or Internet enabled applications on their
phone several times a day. One respondent (8%) use the Internet on their phone once
a day. Two respondents (15%) use the Internet on their phone a few times a week. One
respondent (8%) use the Internet on their phone a few times a month. Two respondents
(15%) never use the Internet or Internet enabled applications on their phone.
Answers to the question: »How often do you use the Internet on a desktop computer?«
are presented in Figure 12.
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Never
8%
A few times a month
8%

Several times a day
61%

A few times a week
23%

Figure 12: Internet usage on desktop computers
Eight respondents (61%) use the Internet or Internet enabled applications on their
computer several times a day. Three respondents (23%) use the Internet on their
computer a few times a week. One respondent (8%) uses the Internet on their computer
a few times a month. One respondent (8%) never uses the Internet on the computer.
Results to the question: »If you compare user experience when browsing the Internet,
do you prefer to use a smart phone or a computer and why?« are presented on Figure
13 bellow.

Both or it depends
31%

Desktop computer
54%

Smart phone
15%

Figure 13: Desktop computer vs. smart phone
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Seven respondents (54%) prefer using a desktop computer for Internet browsing. They
stated that they prefer it because they are more used to it or/and because they can use
Braille and keyboard. Four respondents (31%) like to use both, or they prefer the one
depending on the tasks they are performing. The ones who like to use both are mostly
use the computer for some more advanced web browsing, for example, when they need
to find a lot of information. They use their phone when they want to check something
fast. One respondent uses the computer because it is faster, especially with the usage
of the keyboard, but finds mobile versions of webpages more user-friendly. Two
respondents (15%) prefer using a smart phone because they find it more practical and
because the phone is always near them.

4.1.3

Results of Qualitative Research of Contextual Inquiry

In the third part of our research, we made interviews with 7 blind persons. We first talked
with them in a relaxed form and, then, observed them while they performed some of the
tasks they usually perform on their smart phones. Also, three of the interviewees in the
contextual inquiry research answered our questionnaire in the quantitative research.

4.1.3.1

Previous Experience with Museum Visits

Our interviewees had different experiences about museum visits. Five of seven
interviewees had already been to a museum, some of them in Slovenia and some both
in Slovenia and abroad.
Some of the persons who have already visited a museum used an audio guide or an
audio application as a guide while the visit.
Interviewees mentioned the following types of guides:
1. Audio guide where the users by themselves input the number assigned to a
certain object
Interviewee no. 5 mentioned that audio guide devices shouldn't have too many
buttons and should be easy to use. She used this kind of devices in the Vatican
museum and in museums in Ljubljana.
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Interviewee no. 2 has been to a museum where each presented object had a number
plate in Braille that the user inputs in an audio guide. This interviewee does not mind
if someone needs to tell him where the plate in Braille is, or if someone needs to tell
him the number to input in the guide. He mentioned that he usually has a sighted
escort and that the blind persons would rarely go to a museum on their own. On the
other hand, interviewee no. 11 thinks a person should be independent while visiting a
museum, and that tags with Braille should be clearly marked so that a visitor can be
aware where they are presented. Interviewee no. 11 stated: »If someone needs to tell
me where the sign in Braille is, it is the same as if they would just read me the text«.
2. Audio guide that detects near-by objects
Interviewee no. 9 used an audio guide in the Slovene Ethnographic Museum that, by
itself, detected proximity of certain objects. He enjoyed this experience. In the
Slovenian Museum of Natural History, he attended an exhibition where an audio guide
was connected with NFC tags. In this way, it automatically told the story of a near
object from the website.
Interviewee no. 2 has visited the European Parliament in Belgium where each visitor
received an iPhone on which an application guided them through the building and
provided explanations. In Dresden, he was in a museum where an application would
detect through a camera if a certain object was near, and, therefore, provided
information about the object.

3. Providing information before and after the visit of a museum
Interviewee no. 9 thinks that it is really good if he can get information about a certain
museum before the visit, for example of the objects presented and which objects are
tactile. In this way, he can prepare for the visit beforehand, and, moreover, can decide
which objects he would like to touch, and, of course, he would know what to expect.
Interviewee no. 12 mentioned that if some content is to be presented in text form, it
would be useful to make it available in e-book format, too, so that he can easily listen
to it at home. Three other interviewees mentioned that they read e-books on their
smart phones.
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Additional Information about Museum Visits
1. Usage of headphones
Some interviewees mentioned that if they would have headphones on both of their
ears, they would feel completely isolated from the outside world. They would feel
uncomfortable even if they are indoors. The blind persons get a lot of information
about the world around them through hearing. Because of this, they would prefer to
use headphones only in one ear.
2. Orientation and movement in the museum
Interviewee no. 13 mentioned that he doesn't like indoor floor markings. Also, in a
museum, if he has a cane in one hand and a smart phone in the other, it would be
difficult for him to move around. He prefers where there is some kind of fence
available. On the other hand, interviewee no. 11 mentioned that she would like to
have some kind of edge on the ground so that she can move on her own with a cane.
Furthermore, she mentioned the usage of a string or a fence, but a problem occurs if
some objects are protected with a string, too. Interviewee no. 11 also mentioned that
the blind persons do not like to move in the middle of the room, but prefer if they can
be near a wall, so that they can hold on to something alike – a wall, a fence etc.
3. Precise visual description
Some interviewees mentioned the importance of an audio description specially
adapted for blind users. Interviewee no. 11 has had a good experience with an audio
guide that works through phone (M-Turist), because it offers genuine species
descriptions.
Interviewee no. 11 thinks it is really important that a blind user gets information about
dimensions, colors, locations etc. Sometimes, a blind person has difficulties imagining
how big a certain object is if it is only described in relative terms. However, if it is
presented with specific information, like measurements, or compared to another
object, it is easier for them to get an idea how the object looks like. Also, it is useful to
know the precise location of a certain object in comparison to the location of the others
objects.
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4.1.3.2

Usage of Smart Phones

Four of the interviewees use Android smartphones, two use iPhones and one uses a
Nokia Symbian. We were observing our interviewees while they were performing some
tasks on their smartphones.
All interviewees use either a Talkback (Android) or a VoiceOver (iPhone) while using
their smartphones. This functionality reads everything that is on the screen, and, so
makes the usage of the smart phones possible for the blind users.
Most of the users find smartphones easy to use, only interviewee no. 10 mentioned that
Talkback is sometimes difficult to use, and that he had problems using it in the beginning,
before he got used to it. Furthermore, he mentioned that he dislikes if he has to input
commands by writing on the screen (for example, with writing the letter L).
In the continuation, mobile interactions and other information regarding the applications
are presented. We highlighted some general input methods used by the blind users in
order to navigate their smartphones. These are only some basic input methods that these
users use on their smartphones in order to give a sense how they navigate the device.
More detailed information can be found in some guides (e.g. the Mobile Testing Guide:
Android & iOS, 2017).
Mobile interactions
1.

Navigation on the device

a.) Gesture navigation or scrolling
Users can scroll on the screen from right to left, or from left to right, and, in this way,
select the elements one by one. Each element gets reаd aloud. When the users
want to select a certain element, they need to double click anywhere on the screen.
This works in the same manner for Talkback and Voice Over.
b.) Exploring by touch or sliding
Users can move through different elements by sliding a finger on the screen. Once
the finger reaches an element, Talkback reads the name of the element. Every time
the users reach a new element, a beep goes on, and, at the same time, the phone
vibrates so that the users know they are located on a new element. Sometimes,
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users remember where a certain element is located on the screen, so they do not
need to go through all of the elements over and over again. Users can move in all
directions on the screen while sliding. When the users want to select a certain
element, they need to double click anywhere on the screen. Sliding offers users
more freedom while navigating than scrolling.
c.) Double click
When a certain element is selected, the users can double click anywhere on the
screen (it doesn't have to be on the element) and the element gets selected.
d.) One click while an element is pressed
This function works only with VoiceOver on iOS and can be used with the sliding
function. When the user has a finger pressed on a certain element, they can use
another finger to press anywhere on the screen, and the element will get selected.
e.) Scrolling with two fingers
To scroll a certain page down, users need to use two fingers instead of one. Also,
when moving from left to right, for example, to switch the screens on the homepage.
f.)

Keyboard usage
The user slides through the keyboard and each element gets read aloud. When the
user releases a certain element, it gets selected. The user can choose different
types of keyboards that work in different ways. TalkBack notifies the user when a
keyboard is opened or closed – the user needs to be aware what is presented on
the screen at all times.
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2. Other information about applications:
 Each element needs to have a correct description in the source code.
 Input fields should be simple.
 The usage of graphic elements should be limited, or, if they are used, they should
have an appropriate name in the code.
 Even if there are more buttons to choose from, or other options on the screen, it
doesn't present an obstacle for the user, as long as they are presented in the correct
manner.
 The advantage of setting up a web-based application is that it can be used on all
operating systems. However, one of the interviewees (interviewee no. 2) highlighted
that he finds an application much more practical than a webpage. He added that a lot
of the blind he is familiar with don't use Internet browsers on their phones. They find
applications simpler to use, because they are better adapted for screen readers.
3. Applications that at least one of the interviewees mentioned that they use:
 BlindSquare – A GPS enabled application that lets the users know what is located
near them in the radius that is set by the users themselves. The application uses the
clock position to show where an object is located (e.g. at three o'clock means to the
right).
 TapTapSee – Users can take a picture of an object and, afterwards, the application
processes the picture, it tells the users what the object is, and how it looks like.
 Lazarillo GPS – An application that guides the user to find the desired destination
which they have input through search. It includes public transport and information
about current location and nearby objects.
 Text detective – The user can take a picture of a text on paper, and the application
reads it. However, the application doesn't recognize certain characters specific for
some languages.
 Office Lens – The user can take a picture of a text on paper, and the application reads
it.
 Moovit – A navigation application that includes public transport.
 Be my eyes – A blind user can connect with a volunteer through the app with the use
of a camera. The volunteer can then describe what is around or read some text.
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4. Other applications mentioned:
Microsoft's Seeing AI – The user can take a picture of an object, and, afterwards, the
application processes the picture, it tells the user what the object is, and how it looks
like. Similar to TapTapSee, but for Android.

4.1.4

Important Elements for Making Audio Applications for Museum
Visits

We have identified the importance of the following elements for the design of audio
applications for museum visits.
1. Context-aware system
Based on previously done research (Aoki, 2000; Smith, 2009; Bellotti, 2006), we have
found out that it is a good practice if the application is context-aware and, therefore,
provides information about exhibited objects based on the users' location. At the same
time, an option to manually choose information the users are interested in must not
be excluded. In our interviews, as well, we found out that users find it as a good
experience if the system itself detects the proximity of a certain displayed object in a
museum.
2. Providing wayfinding
For the blind and the visually impaired visitors exclusively, yet, also, for the sighted
ones, it can be beneficial if the application provides information about wayfinding as
well, and, in this way, help visitors to move around the museum. Moreover, due to this
aspect, it is recommended that the application is location aware (Smith, 2009).
However, the Museum of Post and Telecommunications has already added some
orientation elements for the blind and the visually impaired (floor markings, tactile
maps). That is why we decided not to implement navigation around the museum in
the audio application. However, instructions on where the tactile exhibits are placed
and in what way the visitor can touch them shall be provided.
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3. Audio description
Audio description for the blind and the visually impaired visitors needs to be specially
adapted and even more descriptive. Several of our interviewees mentioned the
importance of this need. Visitors who cannot see need to get information about the
color, dimension and the position of the object exhibited. In this way, they can picture
the looks of the object better. There are several techniques for creating description
for the blind and the visually impaired, such as relating the required object to other
well-known objects, referring to the other senses and understanding through imitation
(Neves, 2008, Salzhauer, 2003).
4. Delayed benefit to the user
Two of our interviewees mentioned that obtaining information after a visit of a museum
would be important to them, and one of them pointed out that it would be beneficial if
he could get some information about the exhibition beforehand as well, so he can
prepare in advance. Smith (Smith, 2009) emphasized that it is beneficial to the users
if they can bookmark information they are interested in, in order to easily access them
later.
5. Screen reader compliance
In the Contextual Inquiry research, we have discovered that the blind and the visually
impaired use their smart phones in a similar manner as the sighted, with the only
difference that the interaction with the device works differently. Therefore, the blind
and the visually impaired are able to use all applications and web pages, as long as
their code is written properly, so that it can be read with a screen reader.
Furthermore, a code of the application needs to be written in a form that is screen
reader compliant. In such a way, it will be accessible to the blind users with either
TalkBack or VoiceOver. Application needs to follow the guides of the WCAG 2.0
standard.
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6. Usage of one headphone, so the user is not disconnected from the
surroundings
Our interviewees mentioned that they feel disconnected from the outside world if they
have headphones on both of their ears. So, it is important to have in mind to offer
headphones that can be used only on one ear. In this case, the blind visitors can still
get some information about the surroundings from the other ear while listening to the
audio files.
7. A phone holder
There needs to be a phone holder available in order not to occupy a visitor’s hand
with a phone. The blind and the visually impaired visitors will need both hands in order
to touch the tactile objects available. Also, they might hold a cane in their one hand.
A phone holder can be a simple cloth holder on a string which a visitor can carry
around their neck.
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4.2
4.2.1

Requirements for Audio Application
Identification of Target Audience

Our primary target audience are the blind and the visually impaired visitors of the
Museum of Post and Telecommunications in Polhov Gradec, Slovenia. Secondary
audience is the other visitors of the museum – the sighted visitors, the deaf visitors, and
visitors with other disabilities.

4.2.2

Requirements Analysis

Considering the results of the conducted research (interviews), we have set basic
requirements needed for the design of the audio application. The details are listed in the
continuation.
1. User requirements
 The users must have at least some knowledge of using smart phones.
 The users must have an application installed on their smart phone, or they can use
a smart phone available in the museum.
2. Functional requirements
 The system should provide information about the objects presented in an audio
form and with additionally added transcripts of the audio.
 The system should provide descriptions about the visual characteristics of the
objects presented (e.g. visual description).
 The system should let the user know which objects are available to touch and
where they are situated.
 Information should be available in three languages – Slovenian, English and
German.
 The system should be context-aware and should provide information based on the
users’ location.
 Moreover, the system should offer the user to choose freely which information (e.g.
free selection of any audio stop descriptions) they want to listen to.
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 Information should be accessible both before and after the visit (possibly on the
museum’s official web page).
 The application should be fully accessible with Talkback and VoiceOver.
3. Usability requirements
 The system should be easy to learn.
 The system should be easy to use, also by people with little previous knowledge
on using smart phones.

4.2.3

Usability of Audio Application

In continuation, we present three usability scenarios of different users of the application
in order to show in what way the application might be used.

4.2.3.1

Usability scenario 1

Jana visits the Museum of Post and Telecommunications for the first time. She is well
used to a smartphone and uses it with Talk Back, since she is blind. She is happy that
the museum provides an application and downloads it on her phone. She walks around
the museum with her sighted friend. Jana walks around the museum quite fast and
sometimes gets to the next audio stop before the previous one is finished. Since she
finds some audio files too long, she decides to continue with the next audio file. She
decides to listen to the whole audio files at home. Also, she gets additional information
about the visual appearance of the objects exhibited and the location of the touchable
objects. She is happy that she can touch the objects presented while listening to the
description.

4.2.3.2

Usability scenario 2

Nejc is a senior museum visitor who is not used to smartphones and does not own one.
He uses the museum's smartphone, this being his first experience with a device of this
kind. At the first few audio stops, he does not click or select anything, but enables the
audio file of a nearby object to be played by itself. Nevertheless, by the end of the visit,
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he had already skipped some audio files with the click on the button, since he has already
become more familiar with the device. Nejc is sighted, and, therefore, does not get
additional information about the visual appearance of the exhibition objects and the
touchable objects.

4.2.3.3

Usability scenario 3

Maja plans to visit the Museum of Post and Telecommunications. Maja is blind, so she
wants to know if there are some special features available in the museum. She has found
out that there is an application available, so she has downloaded it on her phone. She
checks general information about the museum and listens to some of the audio files
beforehand, just to get a general idea.
Based on the usability scenarios we can see that the application will be used by different
types of people, both during the visit of the museum, and before and/or after the visit. In
the prototyping of the audio application, we need to have these scenarios in mind, and
make it possible for the users to handle these tasks.

4.2.4

Museum Path Description

There are three floors in the museum. In the ground floor, there is an introduction to the
museum and a movie, of which the blind visitors can listen to the audio. On the first floor,
there is a collection titled History of the Postal Service. It contains four rooms. On the
second floor, there is a collection titled History of Telecommunications. It, too, contains
four rooms.
On the three figures below (Figure 14, Figure 15 and Figure 16), we can see the maps
of the three floors and the location of the audio guide stops.
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Figure 14: Map of the museum’s ground floor

Figure 15: Map of the museum’s first floor

Figure 16: Map of the museum’s second floor
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We can see on the figures above (Figure 15, Figure 16 and Figure 16), that, usually,
there is only one audio stop per room. Therefore, there will not be a problem with the
Bluetooth signals interacting with each other when auto-directing a user to a certain
audio stop. However, if the Bluetooth signals are positioned too close to each other, the
signals might mix. A problem with the Bluetooth signals could occur in Room 1 and Room
2, since there are four (Room 1) and three (Room 2) audio stops. A device that transmits
a Bluetooth signal can be set on a distance that it works, so it could be possible that it
would work without any problems. However, this needs to be carefully examined and
tested. If some of the stops would still interact with each other (for example stops number
3 and 4), there is an option stop number 4 to be played automatically after stop number
3 finishes. The user will be alerted when the next stop is to start playing, and will be given
an option to pause the audio if they are still occupied at the previous stop.

4.3

Process Modeling of the Audio Application

A process model describes how a system works. We choose to describe our system with
Data Flow Diagrams, which is one of the most commonly used process modeling
techniques. The blue squares on the diagrams are processes which represent an activity
or a function. The green squares represent an external entity, which can be a person, an
organization or another system that interacts with the application’s system. The arrows
represent a data flow, which is a piece of data that is either an input to the system, or an
output from the system.
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4.3.1

Context Diagram

Figure 17 presents designed context diagram of the system to-be.

Figure 17: Context diagram of the system
Visitors will send information to the system, and receive it from the system. The system
will also receive information from the Bluetooth sensors set in the museum (or from other
appropriate technology, such as Bluetooth).
Information available in the system will be input beforehand, new information will be
possible to input only by an upgrade of the system. It is not intended the information
available to be commonly changed.
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4.3.2

Level 0 Data Flow Diagram

Figure 18 presents a Level 0 Data Flow Diagram.

Figure 18: Level 0 Data Flow Diagram
The system is to have two main functions: play appropriate audio files about presented
objects and to provide information about the museum.
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4.3.3

Level 1 Data Flow Diagrams

Figure 19 and Figure 20 present two Level 1 Data Flow Diagrams of the process of
playing an appropriate audio file and of the process of providing information about the
museum.

Figure 19: Level 1 Data Flow Diagram – Playing appropriate audio file
A visitor will have an option to select a desired audio file about an object presented in
the museum. At the same time, Bluetooth sensors will send signals about nearby objects
to the system, and an audio file about a nearby object will be played. Since there are two
ways to play an audio file, a clear hierarchy needs to be determined.
If a visitor already listens to an audio file when approaching the Bluetooth sensor, a new
file is not played automatically, and, therefore, does not interrupt the file playing. A visitor
gets a pop-up window with a notification that an audio file about a nearby object can be
played, otherwise the already played audio file continues without interruption. The phone
vibrates when the pop-up window appears so that the blind users know something
happened, and they can read the notification with a screen reader.
The visitor can always interrupt the audio file manually and select another desired audio
file.
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Figure 20: Level 1 Data Flow Diagram – Providing information about the museum
The system will also provide the visitor with some general information about the museum,
such as the location, how to reach it, what is presented there, the opening hours etc.

4.4
4.4.1

Design and Prototypes
Sketches

We have started the application’s design process with making sketches. This process
helped us to define the first outlines for the interface. We also determined the user flow
of the application in the sketching process.
The sketches of the process of making application are available in Appendix F, p. 78.
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4.4.2

Wireframes and Screen Description

4.4.2.1

Starting from the Homepage

On the homepage, the user can start the tour directly, they can access information about
the museum, as well as info and opening hours. At the bottom of the page, the user has
an option to change the language by their preference.
To start the tour, the user clicks on “Start the tour” button on the homepage (Figure 21).

Figure 21: Homepage
Since the system is context-aware, we need to provide this information to the user, and
encourage them to turn on the Bluetooth of the device. The user gets a pop-up window
after clicking the “Start the tour” button. Then, they are able to turn the Bluetooth on or
off, and to turn visual descriptions on or off, too (Figure 22).
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Figure 22: Pop-up window before the tour

4.4.2.2

Using the Bluetooth Signal

If the user turns Bluetooth on, they are directed to the next audio stop automatically every
time when reaching a Bluetooth signal (which is near the exhibited objects). At the same
time, they are able to choose audio stops manually. If the user reaches a Bluetooth signal
when not listening to an audio file, they are directed to an appropriate audio file, which
starts to play automatically. If the user still listens to the previous file when reaching a
next Bluetooth signal, they get a pop-up window while the previous audio file still plays.
They, therefore, have an option to continue listening to the previous audio file, or to
continue with the next audio file (Figure 23).
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Figure 23: Pop-up when reaching a new audio stop with an associated audio file while
still listening to the previous one

4.4.2.3

Audio Stop View

Each audio stop has its own page (Figure 24), where the user is able to listen to the
audio guide or to the list of all guides.

Figure 24: View of audio stop with associated audio file
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4.4.2.4

Audio Stop View with Visual Description

If the user chooses to add visual descriptions, there is an additional audio file added
before the object description (Figure 25). There is also an option the whole audio file to
be changed with an added description (and, therefore, there is only one audio file with
visual description and object description).
An icon of an eye appears in the navigation when the user chooses to add visual
descriptions. This is in order if a sighted user chooses to add visual descriptions by
mistake. With the click on the eye icon will lead the user to settings.

Figure 25: View of additional audio stop with associated audio file with visual
description

4.4.2.5

List of all Audio Stops

All audio stops are available in a list view (Figure 26). They are separated by floors and
rooms. The user will be able to get to all audio stops either from navigation or from each
audio stop view. If the user chooses an audio stop for the first time from the list view,
they will receive a pop-up window where they are able to turn on or off Bluetooth on the
device and visual descriptions (Figure 27).
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Figure 26: List of all audio stops with associated audio files

4.4.2.6

General Settings and Accessibility Settings

In the settings, the user is able to turn the Bluetooth on and off, and to turn visual
descriptions on and off (Figure 27). Moreover, they have an option to change the text
size and, additionally, to change the contrast of the text.

Figure 27: General settings and settings for accessibility
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4.4.2.7

Navigation

Items listed under navigation are: list of audio stops, info and opening hours, about the
museum, settings/accessibility (Figure 28).

Figure 28: Open navigation
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5

CONCLUSIONS

New technologies, in a more equal way, offer people with different disabilities opportunity
to access information previously limited for them. When talking about the blind and the
visually impaired, we have found in our research that new technologies can make their
lives easier and more independent. That is if the person is willing and has an opportunity
to learn how to use the technology. Furthermore, another important aspect is an
appropriate accessibility of web pages and applications so that they can be accessible
with a screen reader that most blind people use. If they are not properly adapted, the
information presented on the web is in no use for the blind and the visually impaired
users. Studies done in EU showed that there are a lot of public, and even more of sectoral
websites that lack proper accessibility (Kubitschke, 2013).
Another important aspect of accessibility is ensuring the accessibility of cultural and other
places. We performed a research to find out how accessible Slovenian museums are,
and found out that only some museums offering adaptations for the blind and the visually
impaired. Most of them have only a part of the exhibition adapted.
There are adaptations for the blind and the visually impaired visitors in the Museum of
Post and Telecommunications in Polhov Gradec, Slovenia (touchable objects, additional
material, floor markings, tactile maps etc.). We decided to take another step further and
use the advantages of the new technologies to make an audio application that will enable
an independent visit of a museum path for the blind and the visually impaired visitors,
and for other visitors, as well, while providing an improved experience.
With the data obtained from previously done research and our quantitative and
qualitative research of Contextual Inquiry, we gained an important insight into the
guidelines for creating visual descriptions for museum visits. With these descriptions, the
blind and the visually impaired visitors are able to gain information that they cannot
access by sight. Furthermore, we gained information about the expectations of the blind
and the visually impaired when visiting a museum and their way of interacting with
smartphones. In this way, we could design an audio application that will meet the visitors’
needs and work coherent with them while enabling an improved experience.
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What is more, we decided to use a context-aware system that recognizes the proximity
of the objects displayed. To some extent, this can offer a much more improved
experience. At the same time, it provides the opportunity for the people with little prior
knowledge of how to handle touchscreen devices to use the application, too. However,
implementing a context-aware system needs to be done with care and, furthermore, it
should be properly tested and adapted, if necessary. The user still needs to have an
option to manually choose a desired element and the signals must not, in any way,
interfere with what the user’s activity.
One of the benefits that audio applications can provide for the visitors is information
about wayfinding. However, the Museum of Post and Telecommunications already has
some floor markings that guide the blind and the visually impaired visitors. Due to this
reason, we decided not to implement this function in the application itself. However, the
information about the position of the touchable objects shall be presented in the
application.
The application will be suitable to use for all visitors. Sighted visitors will be able to use
the application with touch commands, while the blind users will access it with a screen
reader. Because of this, the code of the application needs to be written in a correct form
(following the WCAG 2.0 principles). For the unable-to-hear visitors, a written format of
the presented information will be accessible.
We, therefore, evaluated the thesis hypothesis as it follows:
1. H1 hypothesis: »Slovenian museums are not appropriately adapted for the blind
and the partially sighted visitors.« was partly confirmed.
2. H2 hypothesis: »The blind and the partially sighted would enjoy to use an audio
application for a museum visit.« was confirmed.
3. H3 hypothesis: »Audio application can be designed in a way to be used both by
the sighted, as well as by the blind and the visually impaired.« was confirmed.
The usability testing of the application must be performed again in the future. Performing
a usability test will be possible only after a high-fidelity prototype is made. The testing
needs to be performed in the museum with the Bluetooth signals working. Additional
option is to do a simulation of the context when the audio files are played manually, just
to see the user interaction with the interface. The usefulness of the context-aware system
needs to be especially carefully tested and appropriately adapted, if necessary. The
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usability test needs to be performed with the sighted, as well as with the blind and the
visually impaired users.
With the usage of audio application on the museum path, we want to offer all visitors, no
matter their abilities, an equal access to information and knowledge available in the
museum. Moreover, we want to encourage the others in the field and beyond to provide
an equal access to all people, weather it is an access to cultural institution, a webpage
or something else that can be applied.
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APPENDIX

Appendix A: How to Plan a Data Gathering Session
In order for the data gathering to be successful, we must plan the sessions carefully and
with adequately defined steps. There are five key issues that must be taken into
consideration in order the sessions to be executed successfully: goal setting, identifying
participants, the relationship between the data collector and the data provider,
triangulation, and pilot studies.
There can be many different reasons to conduct a data gathering session. The first
important step is to identify the specific goals. The goals influence the technique chosen,
the nature of the sessions, the type of data to be looked for and the way it should be
analyzed once gathered. The goals can be presented in a formal or non-formal style –
e.g. using a structured format, or a simple description; in any case, what is important is
that they should be clear and concise.
Based on the goals we want to achieve, we identify our participants. Sometimes the
participants can be clearly identifiable, whereas, more often, we need to choose the
participants with sampling.
It is advisable that we look at things at least from two different perspectives. This is called
triangulation. There are four types of triangulation. First of all, triangulation of data is
when data is drawn from different sources at different times, in different places, or from
different people. Secondly, investigator triangulation means that there are several
researchers collecting and interpreting the data. Thirdly, the triangulation of theories talks
about different theoretical frameworks through which we can view data or findings.
Lastly, methodological triangulation refers to the usage of different data gathering
techniques. Yet, achieving true triangulation can be difficult.
Before even starting with the study, it is advisable to make a pilot study as a small trial
run. In this way, we can check the clarity of instructions and questions for the interviews
or questionnaires, provided that all the devices work properly and the procedure is viable.
Potential misunderstandings can be identified and corrected beforehand, and, as such
we can, avoid future problems (Rogers, 2011).
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Appendix B: How to Perform a Data Gathering Session with
the Blind and the Visually Impaired
Conducting a data gathering session always requires thorough preparation. In the
following chapter, we will closely examine what the established modes are when
conducting a research that includes the blind and the visually impaired. We will
emphasize the most important points mentioned in the previous research conducted by
Levent (2013) and Henry (2007) in order to have them collected in one place as a
guidance for future research in this field. The following can be applied to interviews, focus
groups and other forms of gathering information when working with people.
 In the beginning, all the participants, researchers and everyone present needs to
introduce themselves, so that participants are aware of everyone in the room.
 Any kind of printed materials must be provided in large print and/or in Braille print.
Additionally, the presented text can be read aloud, but it must be kept brief, and
repeated if necessary (Levent, 2013).
 People who are blind use screen readers on their devices, and, since they are so
used to them, they can talk over the screen reader during research. It is,
therefore, difficult to audio file both of the voices at once. Thus, it is
recommended to record the participant's voice and the screen reader separately
with two different audio captures positioned appropriately.
 It is, also, common that screen reader users set the reading rate fast and people
who are not used to that might have difficulties with understanding. It is
recommended to ask the participant to slower the reading rate down if it is needed.
 It is important to notice the way the participant navigates the device, either by using
the tab key, or the arrow keys, just letting the screen reader read through the entire
page, etc.
 The participants must be given a chance to become familiar with the hardware
used before the testing, if they are not using their own.
 The setting should be briefly described to the participants; they should be aware
weather they are video or audio filed.
 All unusual sounds should be explained (Henry, 2007).
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Appendix C: Questionnaire of the Quantitative Research

1.

What kind of operating system does your mobile phone have (Android, iOS,
Windows Phone OS, BlackBerry OS)? Do you use a screen reader?

2.

What purposes do you use your mobile or smartphone for (phone calls, text
messages, web browsing, navigation, applications, etc.)?

3.

What applications do you use regularly?

4.

What are the features of the applications you find the most useful?

5.

Does your phone help you with your everyday activities? In what way?

6.

How often do you use the Internet or Internet enabled applications on your phone
(several times a day, once a day, a few times a week, a few times a month, never)?

7.

How often do you use the Internet on a desktop computer (several times a day, once
a day, a few times a week, a few times a month, never)?

8.

If you compare user experience when browsing the Internet, do you prefer to use a
smartphone or a computer, and why?

9.

Please, write your age.

10. What is the degree of damege to your vision (blindness or low vision)?
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Appendix D: Framework Questionnaire of the Contextual
Inquiry

Previous experience with museum visitis
1.

Have you already visited any museums? Do you visit museums regularly? What
did you like and dislike about your visit?

2.

How did you navigate through the museum?

3.

Have you ever used an application in a museum?

4.

Have you ever used an audio guide? Did you get enough information about the
exhibits during the visit?

5.

If there is a navigation application for a museum, how do you envision it would
work? What will its features be? How can it help you?

6.

Have you used an application for a museum visit before? Do you have any
museum applications or similar? Can you show us how you use them?

Usage of smartphones
1.

Do you use a smartphone? How often? How many times a day?

2.

What purposes do you use a smartphone for (making phone calls, sending
messages, browsing the web, using applications, etc.)?

3.

Does your smartphone help you with your everyday life? In what way?

4.

Do you use any other devices, as well (computer, tablet etc.)?

5.

What are the applications that you use on a regular basis? What are three
applications that are most friendly for you to use? What is each of these
applications about?

6.

Can you perform a task that you most often do on the application? What are the
other functionalities of the application? Please, perform another task.

7.

Do you use any kind of application for navigating? Have you ever used one?
Which one? How long have you been using it? How does it help you?

8.

Can you, please, show us how the application works? Can you locate a place and
find out how to get there?
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Appendix F: Sketches

Figure 29: Homepage (Sketches of the interface)

Figure 30: List of audio stops (Sketches of the interface)

Figure 31: Audio stop with visual description (Sketches of the interface)
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Figure 32: User flow of the application (Sketches)

Figure 33: User flow of the application (Sketches)
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